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Volume 89, Number 19

Lessons in Leadership: President Finnegan, One Year Later

KEENAN CRUMP

Rotunda Reporter
T h i s is part one of a two-part series
reflecting on President Patrick Finnegan's
first academic year in office. In this piece,
members of the president's cabinet and
administration talk about their relationships and experiences working under
Finnegan as well as the advice the president was given by his new colleague, Dr.

Christopher Howard, the new president of
Hampden-Sydney College.
"The motion is carried and it is therefore
my distinct privilege to announce that
Brigadier General Patrick Finnegan has
just been elected as the twenty-fifth president of Longwood University." Those were
the words spoken by former rector of the
Board of Visitors for Longwood University, Dr. Helen Warriner-Burke, on March
2,2010, moments before Patrick Finnegan
took the stage for the first time as the

newest president-elect of Longwood.
Faculty, staff and student had anxiously
waited for that very announcement to ring
loudly across campus and the new president's appearance in front of the audience
was met with indescribable fervor as he
stepped to the podium for the first time
that day.
In the speech that followed, Presidentelect Finnegan emphatically proclaimed
he was proud to be a Lancer and promised
great things for the university in the years

to come. It's been one year since that monumental day in Longwood's history and
that same excitement remains in the air
at every corner of the campus. Finnegan,
along with his wife Joan, has now spent
time building lasting relationships with
the campus and local communities and
has begun the process of solving some of
the university's most pressing issues.
Only a few miles down the road from
Longwood at Hampden-Sydney College, a similar transition took place as
Dr. Christopher Howard took over as
the school's twenty-fourth president in
July 2009. Howard, like Finnegan, was a
distinguished military veteran who spent
time in the United States Air Force before
entering the world of education full-time.
Howard spoke about the demands he and
Finnegan must cope with as university
presidents in today's ever-changing educational and economic landscapes. "I think
that's something that General Finnegan
is dealing with as well. Economic pressures and the pressure to prove with every
graduate whether it was worth it to go to
college or a university and that's kind of
the universe we're living in now."
With Longwood and Hampden-Sydney
only a few miles apart, both Howard and
Finnegan have shared each other's company throughout the past year. "I've had
several interactions with him [Finnegan].
He's a colleague and a friend and I met
with him within two or three days of
him coming on campus and talked with
him on a regular basis," said Howard of
his early dealings with Longwood's new
president..
Read more at th4rotundaonlim.com.
Part 2 will b* publlehed March 30.

Four of Seven IFC Chapters Lifted From Moratorium
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief

Members of the Greek community
met Thursday. March 3 to discuss the
moratorium that was placed on Monday, Feb. 28. To date, four of the seven
fraternities have had their moratorium
lifted. Ibis is only the second time in
20 years a moratorium has been put
in place on an Interfraternity Council
(IFC) chapter.
,
.
Billy Boulden, assistant director of
student activities, said they considered having the meeting the Monday
the moratorium went out but they
were afraid students would skip class
to come to the meetings. They held the
meetings during regularly scheduled
meeting times on Thursday, and during the meetings they provided more
information about why the moratorium was placed and how fraternities
could get the moratorium lifted off of

Senior Ky\e Pemberton, a brother of
Theta Chi fraternity, said tnat the meeting was informative and well thought
out. He still had some questions after
the meeting, but his chapter president
was able to answer them lor him.
Boulden wanted to put the moratorium in place two and a half weeks earlier because he had already received allegations on four organizations, but he
spoke with Director of Fraternity and
Sorority Life Kate.Planow and they decided to wait to see if a fifth allegation
came in. One came in late Thursday
night; Planow and Boulden spoke on
Friday, consulted with Vice President
of Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson on
Monday and released the moratorium
that afternoon.
"The point of it was there was a
problem in our community and we
needed to address it," explained Boulden. Student Government Association

Vice President Brandon FIT also said
it was an issue that affected the whole
community and they needed to work
through it together. I think that being
art of a Greek system, when someling is going wrong in that Greek system it affects everyone," said Fry.
Boulden said they just wanted to
know what the fraternities were doing.
He explained that if a fraternity was
having members meet on Tuesdays at
9 p.m., there was a reason for that and
they iust want to clear things. Boulden
said it's also a measure to protect the
fraternities. If he knows that "Fraternity X" is going to be playing kickbdl
on Iler Field at?) p.m. as a team building activity, and someone calls in about
hazing, he can help ease the caller and
protect the chapter, but sharing whats
actually going on.
"This is being really spun as community is in shambles," said Boulden, and
he expressed that it's actually a useful

B

to improve all the fraternities. He
one of the chapters self-reported
and some or the other reports
turned out to not be true.
J

that are In trouble they

want to change they want to do the
right thing," said Boulden.
T think it's great that if it wasfiveout
of seven it was something that needed
to be done not just forttne fraternity s
sake but for Longwood's sake before it
got out of hand," said Pemberton.
Boulden expressed that he doesn't
think hazing is just limited to the
Greek community, and that it goes on
in athletics and other organizations as
well. He also expressed that not every
hazing incident needed to be reported,
but tney all needed to be addressed.
Addressing it can be as simple as just
standing up and saying that what is going on is wrong.
See F R A T E R N I T I E S , P a g e 3

FAB Problems, College ACB Highlight Senate Meeting
is paid for through current student activity fees and alumni must make a choice in
which location they want to call their recreation facility.
Issues with the Farmville Area Bus (FAB)

COREY M O R R I S

News Editor
A . total of $783 was allocated to the
Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) program through the Student Safety Organization and tne Longwood Department of
Public Safety. The money will go toward
student manuals, brochures, banners,
signs, impact targets, and shipping used
in the training, the class is only offered
to women at this time. The motion was
passed unanimously.
Senator Jesse Miller brought up a problem with student parking passes and expiration dates. "My committee was concerned because the one-semester passes
didn't have an expiration date on them."
Miller said she spoke with representatives
from Parking Services and one of them
said no matter what SGA wants, they will
not make changes due to more costs for those decals that were purchased for
students. "I basically just voiced mv con- just one semester. If that's the case, that
cerns and she kind of just shot me down." shouldn't cost anymore money."
Some senators suggested a resolution to
Vice President Brandon Fry asked Miller to write a resolution to send to Parking deal with the issue, and another senator
Services. President Ben Brittain said he said there needed to be more accountabilwas told "all the parking decals came with ity in knowing when your tag expired.
Concerns were brought from some
expiration dates on them. They just went
Longwood
alumni living in Farmville.
on and cut off all the expiration dates on

were

¿so raised. See H O C K E Y , Page 3
W H A T ' S INSIDE

Parents Council Awards $10,000 —
5K Joshua Bolt
Outdoor Club

They are upset the Heath & Fitness Center
does not offer alumni membership. The
alumni have expressed they don't want to
have to pay what a community member
has to pay since they once attended the
school. Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president of
student affairs, said the university doesn't
want to compete with the local YMCA.
Furthermore, the Health 8c Fitness Center
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Walking the
Walk
COREY M O R R I S

News Editor
Y o u can talk the talk
but not walk the walk." It's
a phrase we've all heard before. Walking the walk and
talking the talk are two very
different things. You and 1
both know it is something
that we usually view as inappropriate when it comes
to some things. When we
hear that one is able to talk
NEWS
the talk but not walk the
COLUMN
walk, we might get fed up.
It's disheartening, it's embarrassing and in some cases it's just plain mean.
But when we focus on talking the talk and walking the walk, there seems to exist a fine line. Some
things we might complain or talk about, but we
realize they are just unchangeable. These, I say,
are justified items. However, the majority of the
talk is done about what can be changed and what
can be fixed. Easy things. In this case, you're simply failing to walk the walk.
I bring this topic up because I feel like I'm seeing it more ana more each dAy; especially here
at Longwood. I'm not sure whether it's apathy or
whether it's a lack of empathy. Regardless, I think
it's very present.
Longwood prides itself on the "citizen leader." Thats the student who knows how to make
a difference. That's the student who knows how
to stand up. That's a student who knows what
they're doing and isn't afraid to do it.
Unfortunately, I think there is a great lack of
students who are not afraid to do what they really
want to do. If you believe in a cause, why not go
and fight for it? You need to stand up for what
ou believe no matter how much opposition you
ave. Now, I'm not preaching you need to go all
Egypt here. Because you can make a difference by
just talking, not going out to the streets.
Here's the classic example: A few weeks ago
it seemed that every student at Longwood who
had a negative experience with apartment signups for next semester had something to say about
Residential and Commuter Life (RCL). I saw the
Facebook explicatives as well as the tweets. But
what was really done about that? How many emails were sent to RCL officials from students?
How many phone calls were made?
I'm not saying that every student ignored the
more traditional forms of communication and
actually did stop by or call the folks at RCL. But
what I am saying is a lot of people I personally
know complained up and down about what happened and then dropped it. That's bad because
they're going to do the same exact thing the next
time they have a negative experience.
It's a vicious cycle. Something negative leads to
a complaint, which leads to a rant tnat then leads
to anger, which then dies down. Then it's all lost.
No more arguing and no more negative feelings
it seems. Wny? Because you can't do anything
about it, right? No.

S

"Something negative
leads to a complaint,
which leads to a rant
that then leads to anger,
which then dies down."
You can do something about it. You can do a lot.
You can make changes by talking about your idea
or your complaint, students have been involved
in a lot of the policy changes Longwood has put
into place believe it or not. However, you may not
think
theJ administration
is ALAIM
listening. The catch
? _
— _ _A
A. - . . . A
«MSM
nAAI>
is,
as
students
we don't give
them ai* voice to hear.
They can only do so much to get our input.
And without that input, how can we complain?
Some hot issues lately nave no doubt been smok*
ing on campus and skateboarding. Those issue
impacts a lot of students and you need to become
involved in the decision making process. The administration cannot force us to include ourselves
in the decisions being made on this great campus. That's something we have to do voluntarily.
Write» a letter, make a phone call, or go to your
local Student Government Association senator
and voice what you feel. Remember that talking
the talk and walking the walk can have different meanings. Sure, you might say it about some
guy or girl you dislike. "Sure they can^talk about
beating me down, but they can't do it," might be
something that crosses your mind. Well I think
this phrase has a different meaning.
1 think it has to do a lot with actually going
through with a plan. You have an idea or a change
ou want to see implemented? Then go for it.
>on't wait around until it's too late. You 11 regret
your decision and then you'll wonder why in the
world you did it. And then you'll complain again.
Then rll have to write another editorial reminding you how important your voice is.

i

Nearly $10,000 Awarded by Parents Council
COREY M O R R I S

News Editor
E a c h year, the Longwood University
Parents Council awards campus clubs
and individuals grant money that helps
benefit student life on campus. This
year, almost $9,500 in grant money
was awarded to help fund 17 projects,
cording to a university press release.
The council received 21 grant proposals from university faculty and
staff, student: organizations, and individual students this academic year.
Out of the 17 grants accepted, six were
completely funded and 11 were given
partial funds. The rant application
project is coordinated through the Office of First Year Experience.
The council acts as a "direct link'' between parents of Longwood students
and university administration, according to the Parents Council webpage.
They also advise the administration
on issues and needs from the students,
some of who are their children.
The webpage details the grants that
were awarded this year. A total of $100
as awarded to partially fund MLK
Day Speaker Barbara Nobel Howard,
first lady of Hampden-Sydney College.
Howara spoke in January about her
experiences in growing up in South
Africa under apartheid government.

Longwood's Academic Career and
Advising Center (ACAC) received
$560 to fund two trips for the "Road
Trip to the Real World" program the
center offers to students. The purpose
of the program is to give students and
opportunity to visit real world" occupations that relate to the students'
course of study. The ACAC also received $193.50 to assist in the purchase of mannequins for their "Dress
for Success" initiative, which demonstrates proper workforce attire.
Stop Hunger Now also received a
partially funded grant in the amount
of $500 from the council. The program
allows students to assist with packaging meals for impoverished areas in
the world.
The 2011 academic year marks
the second consecutive year where
die council has awarded grants up to
$2,000, funded by a minimum of $500
per family as their annual gift.
One of the awarded grants will benefit students somewhat behind .the
scenes. It will ftilly fund the amount
needed, $1,380, for security staff to
keep Greenwood Library open additional hours during spring final exams
so students can use the library facilities past normal operating times.
Another grant, in the amount of
$1,000, will go toward funding The Big

Event, a community service-learning
roiect where Longwood students give
aclc to the community. The Big Event
will take place Saturday, March 26.
The council, established in January
2009, is composed of 19 active families. Members of the council are invited to participate by the university
president, with advice from ex-officio
members from the university as well
as Parents Council Executive Committee members. The certified members
remain with the council until their
son or daughter graduates. After that,
members may become active or inactive emeritus members.
The current chair family is Liz and
Sel Harris of Virginia Beach (daughter
Elizabeth '11), and the chair-elect family is Emily Pilk (son Patrick '10 and
daughter Grace '12). Other members
of the Parents Council Planning Team,
in addition to Office of First Year Experience Assistant Director Stacey Wflkerson, are Cricket Gicz Morris, director of Annual Giving; Sarah Whitley,
director of First Year Experience; and
Dr. Ken Perking interim vice president
for academic affairs.
For a complete list of this year's grant
recipients, visit http://www.longwood.
edu/parents/parentscouncil.htm.
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Record Crowd Attends Student Appreciation Dinner
COREY M O R R I S

News Editor
A record crowd of
over 2,200 students, faculty and staff turned out to
Longwood Dining Servides'
Student Appreciation Dinner, held Wednesday, Feb.
16. It was the first time in
Longwood
University's
56-year partnership with
ARAMARK, the oldest
partnership among public
institutions, that an event
on this scale was held to
showcase student apprecia-,
tion.
Beginning at 4 p.m., Dorrill Dining Hall was complete with balloons and
tablecloths to welcome students. Assistant Director for
Operation Excellence Brenda Ferguson said D-Hall
was closed from 2 to 4 p.m.
in preparation for the event.
She said extra staff worked
to make sure enough food
was cooked and available to
patrons.
Some of the menu selections for the night included
lobster with Mornay sauce,
Virginia crab cakes on
grilled polenta, prime rib,
stuffed mushrooms, and a

student favorite, chicken
cordon bleu. Special Guest
Chef Gilbert Holts from
Western Kentucky University was on hand to prepare the mashed potatoes
and carve the prime rib on
Wednesday. He also made
his specialty made-to-order
crepes the following day for
lunch.
Holts came to Longwood
as part of a program through
ARAMARK Dining Services. Longwood Chef Stephen
Forrest visited John Carroll
University in Ohi*
up a$j}?ft of
the chef swap program. Another guest, Cnef Rostfnary
Pavinski, district executive
chef at Virginia Commonwealth University, assisted
Holts during the dinner.
Like any other day in DHall, an array of sugar-free
and gluten-free options was
available. Longwood Dining Services Director Grant
Avent and Ferguson explained the three varieties
of cheesecake available were
all gluten-free and there
were at least two sugar-free
deserts to choose from.
For the main course, eluten-free shrimp and chicken
were both available at the

salad bars. In addition, the
mashed potatoes and the
stuffed mushrooms, one of
the vegetarian options, also
were free of gluten.
While there was enough
food for everyone at tne
event, Avent said near the
end of the evening, "We
were scrambling to have
enough food to finish the
meal. He said the only thing
that completely ran out before the dining hall closed
was the prime rib. Ferguson
said there were no leftovers,
not even with dessert,. .
WMLU 91.3 FM provide
ed music for the event and
a PowerPoint slideshow of
ictures was shown in the
ee Grand Dining Room. "I
think the students liked seeing pictures of the old dining hall," Ferguson said. She
also said she enjoyed seeing
the smiling faces of students
with their arms filled with
plates.
Ferguson, the university
celebrity chefs, who included Vice President of Student
Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson;
Interim Vice President for
University
Advancement,
Dr. Franklin Grant; President Patrick Finnegan; and

E

First Lady Joan Finnegan,
all had "a blast."
. Even though there was a record crowaT long lines were
not a problem according to
Avent. He said the longest
lines were around the desert
area and that most students
were abl$ to easily get food
and return to their tables.
He noted the previous attendance record for a dining
hall event was around 1,900.
"The main thing was to
show appreciation to students and for students to
have a good time," said Ferison. And I really think
eyelid." •"•'
'
Avent said, "We thought
that it was an extremely
positive event and our staff
worked very hard to make it
that way."
Ferguson said, "Doing this
for tne students really express partnership because
that's what it's all about."
When asked if there are
more appreciation dinners
in the fiiture, Ferguson said,
"I'm sure somewnere down
the road we'll see something
similar to this. She said,
think as we go into 57 and
58 years, we'll start celebrating it more."

S

Spend Spring Break Active!
SARAH CLARK

Contributor
Spring break starts on Friday. Whether you are staying here,
going home, or going on vacation,
you do not want to spend your
time off inside or in the gym every
day. So what are some great exercises that you can do outdoors that
can help you burn off those extra
holiday calories?
Are there any trails around you?
If so, this is a great opportunity to
hit the trails and not only get in a
great workout but also enjoy naFure.
ture. You could jog
ion the trail for 30
minutes
nin
and then finish up the trail
vail
walking
and enjoying the scenery.
If[fyc
you areWback at home, „
go—
to your
,
old high school track and jog on
the track or run the bleachers.
Running or walking the bleachers is a great resistance and cardio
exercise that uses your upper body,
core, legs and butt muscles. You
could start this workout by jogging
around the track for 10 minutes
then doing a set of bleachers, then
take another jog around the track
and do anotner set of bleachers;
you can do this as many or as few
times as you wish.
Beaching it up over spring break?
Well, take your yoga routine to the
beach! Performing yoga on uneven
surfaces can help Duila up muscles
in your feet, hips, shoulders, and
knees. Are you going to take any
family members to the park? Well
you can get a great workout there

mf
too; you can play or do pull-ups M
on the monkey Dars, swing, play
chase, or jump rope.
Activities such as walking the
dog, washing the car, cleaning the
house, dancing, fishing, hunting,
and golf all burn calories. To lose
weight you must use more calories than you take in and there is
no better way to burn calories over
spring break than to do activities
that you love.
The number of calories burned
will depend on intensity, duration, your weight, and height, but
a ¡eneral rule of thumb is for every
1 minutes of moderate intensit
rau will burn about 10
exercise you
calories. So therefore a 30-minute
cardio workout will burn about 300
calories. If the intensity is higher,
you will burn more calories.
When exercising, it is important
._» stay hydrated. You have always
heard that you should drink eight
cups of water a day; however, you
need to drink more than that! The
dietary recommended Intake is
that men should drink about thirteen cups of water and women
about nine cups. If you are physically active, you will need to drink
more water to replace what you
lose during exercise. Even if you
don't sweat, you need to make sure
you re-hydrate.
As always, you should consult
your doctor before beginning an
injoy
exercise or diet
ogram. En
your spring break'and get moving
to jump-start your weignt loss!

AUSenate, Judicial
Board and Honor Board
applications are due on
11 Send
I in aD applications to *
$garecruitment@gmail.
Campaigning begins
March 21.
|
ctions will take place
E l i
Blackboard March
ssaes
ough Aprili.»
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Fraternities Work to Revise New Member Education Plans
singinga a song and dance in the
dining nail. That's hazing. There is
no reason a new fraternity memHe explained that new member ber should be walking around
processes should assist in the de- with a balloon tied to tneir wrist.
velopment of a man or a woman, That's hazing," said Boulden.
"I think Longwood made a right
and nazing is not included in that.
decision
by stopping everything
He also mentioned that Virginia
state law does not differentiate due completely, said Fry.
"We are all passionate about our
to consent, and anything that is
emotionally, physically, or intel- respective fraternity. To receive
word of the moratorium was very
lectually damaging is hazing.
"There is no reason why I should unclear at first," explained sophosee freshmen on an athletic team more Donald Knight, who served
MORATORIUM Continued...

as this semester'spledee class president for Theta Chi. He explained
that as the process developed, he
understood why it was put in place
and he felt it was the right decision. He applauded Boulden on
the action he took. "It was a hard
decision on his behalf to stop this,"
said Knight.
"Hopefully this has brought the
Greek organizations all closer together," Pemberton added.

Hockey, Climbing Club Constitutions Unanimously Approved
SGA, Judicial and
Honor Board applicaStudents with con- tions are now available
cerns should contact the online at longwoodsga.
Applica"A.B at 434-492-ride and weebly.com.
tell UiC*^ that the FAB is tions are due Friday,
not there ¿i. your stop. March 11. CampaignAs soon as you see it ing will begin Monday,
March 21. All applicants
happen, let them know.
will
need to send in a
SGA has talked to Faheadshot
with their apcilities Management and
Elections
is still looking into plac- plications.
ing trash receptacles in will take place on Blackall women's bathrooms board March 28-April 1.
across campus. They A presidential debate for
are currently compil- the SGA president will
ing a list of bathroom take place Wednesday,
that need trashcans and March 23 with location
working on securing and time TBD.
funding.
The constitutions
Randolph Street lights for the Longwood Inare out at Chichester line Hockey Club and
Hall, and a request has Climbing Club were
been made to Facili- both approved unanities Management to fix mously.
them.
A resolution was
SGA Continued...

brought up by Executive
Senator and Sophomore
Class President Gina
DeMarco
regarding
Longwood student usage of the online gossip
website, College Anonymous Confession Board
(ACB). The resolution is
to discourage students
from using the website
due to its anonymous
usability and content
displaced on the site's forum. President Brittain
said there is no feasible
way to block students
from visiting the site or
posting due to freedom
of speech. This was just
the first reading of the
resolution.
The Big Event will take
place March 26, the Saturday after spring break.
The senior class will

hold a night at Big Dogs.
Transportation will be
provided every 30 minutes. Tonight, the senior
class will nold a fundraiser at Chick-fil-A.
Pierson complimented
the Senate for a healthy
discussion during the
meeting. "If there s concern, we want to take it
here," he said.
He also commented on
the reinstatement of Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity on
campus. Nationals and
the university officially
recognize the fraternity
as a full-fledged" chapter, Pierson commented.
The Senate will have
another meeting Tuesday, March 22 at 3:45
p.m. in the BC Rooms
of the Lankford Student
Union.

Event to Bring 'Hope* to Suicide Prevention
COREY M O R R I S

New Editor
A Longwood University student is planning to bring some
hope to suicide prevention. Senior Crissy Field has organized
The Hope Rally, an event that
hopes to bring awareness to and
prevent suicide. The event will
be held Friday, March 25 from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. on the Lankford
Student Union Mall.
According to the National Institute of Mental Health, suicide was
the tenth leading cause of death
in the United States, accounting
for nearly 34,600 deaths. While
Field serves as the event organizer, Unity Alliance, Peer Health

Educators, and Alpha Phi Omega
are all sponsoring the Rally.
According to the events Facebook page, the event is open to
all, "including those who have
suffered from depression» anxiety, stress or have been affected
% suicide." There will be ¿pea£,
ers as well as performances from
the Blue Heat Dance Team, Pitch
Perfect, and fire-hooping performer Ashley Russell. Students
from nearby Hampden-Sydney
College will be on hand to host
a candle light vigil to close the
event off.
Longwood University Counseling Center staff will also be on
hand to distribute materials and
talk with students.

Attendees are welcome to give
donations, which will help the
American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention.
APO member and Longwood
junior Alison Parrish said, "I
thinkthe event is a jgreat idea because' this subject is one that is
discussed not nearly enough and
I think students should come out
and show their support because
I feel like everyone knows someone who has had to deal with suicide or substance abuse."
For more information about The
Hope Rally, contact Crissy Field
at cristina.field@live.longwood.
edu or visit the event's Facebook
page by searching "The Hope
RafiyT

NEWS BRIEFLY
Cougar Species Extinct In
Eastern United States
ALLENTOWN, Pa. - The United States Fish and Wildlife Service
announced on Wednesday, March 2 that the eastern cougar, also
known as pumas, panthers, mountain lions, and catamounts, is
extinct, reported the AP. Following a detailed review, federal officials declared that there are no longer any breeding populations
of the large cat in the eastern United States. Wednesday's declaration confirms the widespread belief among wildlife biologists that
the species was extinct since at least the 1930s. Consequently, the
report recommended that the eastern cougar be removed from the
endangered species list, where it has been listed since 1973. However, the decision to declare the eastern cougar extinct does not
affect the endangered status of the Florida panther. At one point,
the wildcat was the most widely distributed land mammal in the
Western Hemisphere, but the combination of expanding human
populations and over-hunting decimated their population. The
disappearance of the eastern cougar has resulted in an explosion of
the white-tailed deer population, which in turn reduces the health
of forest vegetation.

NASA Rocket Fails To Deliver
Satellite
WASHINGTON - "We failed to make orbit," NASA launch director Omar Baez said at a press conference on Friday, March 4,
according to the AP. "Indications are that the satellite and rocket
... is in toe southern Pacific Ocean somewhere." A rocket bearing NASA's "Glory," a climate monitoring satellite, crashed into the
ocean near Antarctica after a failed launch. The Taurus XL rocket,
built by Orbital Sciences Corporation, launched early Friday from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, but plummeted back
to Earth nearly six minutes later. NASA's official press release explained that protective cover atop the spacecraft railed to separate
as planned, leaving the Glory without enough velocity to make orbit. Glory was intended to analyze how aerosols (small atmospheric particles) react from the sun's energy to impact Earth's climate.
The unsuccessful attempt is a major blow to NASAs Earth observation program. Another climate monitoring satellite suffered the
same fate two years ago with the same kind of rocket.

Deputy Pulls Over A Loudon
County Fire Truck
LEESBURG, Va. * "Where's the fire?" Is a commonly asked rhetorical question police officers ask motorists who have been pulled
over for speeding. However, this time the question was serious
when a Loudon County sheriff's deputy saw a fire truck racing
down Route 704 near Leesburg, Va„ reported The Washington
Post. TUrns out, there were not any fires around. After checking
for fire calls, the deputy turned his car around and pulled over
the fire truck. The aeputy noticed the truck swerving around 2
a.m. and radar showed the truck going at least 10 mph over the
50 mph speed limit. The vehicle had apparently been taken for a
joyride by Sean Swanson, 27, a volunteer firefighter. Swanson was
charged with driving under the influence and unauthorized use of
a vehicle. Luckily, the truck was reported to be a spare and not the
one kept on call at the firehouse.

Longwood Commemorates 150 Years Since Civil War Secretary Clinton Criticizes
Meanwhile, Hooper from all disciplines of U.S. News Media
of the Civil War than
Civil War history were
KEENAN C R U M P

Rotunda Reporter

I t has been nearly
150 years since the start
of tne American Civil
War and as the anniversary approaches, two
members of the Longwood University faculty,
and a small supporting
cast, have been doing
their part to remind the
campus community of
the hardships that burdened a nation and the
important role Farmvilfe played in ending
Americas confrontation
with itself.
Dr. Charles Ross, dean
of Longwood University's College of Arts and
Sciences, and Dr. David
Coles, associate professor of history and chair
of the history, political
science, and philosophy departments, have
teamed together on a series of weekly podcasts
titled "That a Nation
Might Live," that highlight the major events
surrounding the Civil
War.
Ross, who has as a
background in science,
has written three books
on the Civil War and
was Partly responsible
for Coles involvement
in the online series. "I
thought to myself that
Dr. Coles would be a
good guy to come in
and partner with because he has a much
broader
knowledge

I did," said Ross who
initially worked with
Longwood's public relations firm CRT/tanaka
to jumpstart this project
back in October.
Assisting Ross and
Coles from the very
start was Dave Hooper
who serves as director
of web communications
at Longwood and revealed he had no prior
interest in history at all
before joining the team.
"I initially thought that
I would only need to
assist during the initial development and
launch, but I quickly
realized the complexity
involved in producing
a quality podcast series
every weelc, so I stayed
on-board," said Hooper
of his early participation
in die series.
To accurately depict the
major causes of tne Civil
War and the tragic consequences that followed,
the series has been told
on a week-to-week basis
in three-minute installments for the duration
of the four-year period
that spanned the war.
"We decided to try and
do this once a week and
that sounded like a great
idea and it sounded like
a great idea until we
started doing it and I
realized, man we've got
to do this every week
for the next five years?
That's a lot of work,"
added Ross.

said he embraced the
challenge of producing
the long-term podcast
series but also admitted the project "sounded
very daunting yet exciting at the same time."
Coles has found the
series to be more useful in other ways than
just educating its listeners about a war that
occurred almost two
centuries ago. "It's good
to get the students involved in some degree
where they can get an
idea for wnat historians
do and what type of research historians do and
so on."
Coles also teaches a
class on the Civil War
and noted that his involvement in the series
has helped him prepare
for what he will do in
the classroom next fall
when the course resumes. "It's also kind of
helped me get into the
more minute details of
certain things I might
not have studied for a
long time and forgotten
about and so it's revitalized and reinvigorated
some of my interests
in certain areas that I
just hadn't studied for a
while."
On February 26, Coles,
along with the Appomattox Court House
National
Historical
Park, co-hosted the 12th
annual Civil War Seminar on campus. Speakers

invited to present on different aspects surrounding the war. According
to Coles, the theme or
this year's event was the
opening battles of the
war ana also included a
special presentation on
Richmond with genuine
Civil War-era photographs to tell the story.
In November, Ross and
Coles were featured in a
Richmond Times-Dispatch story where they
discussed the launch of
the podcast series and
what role they hoped
it would play in exposing students to such
an important event in
American history. Coles
was quoted as saying he
hoped the series would
lead to more student engagement in Civil War
history.
Longwood students are
not the only ones who
have been introduced to
this project. According
to Ross, local area community colleges have
tuned in online and
some professors have
even incorporated the
series into tneir classes
Read more at therotundaonline.com.

WASHINGTON - Speaking before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on Wed., March 2, Secretary of State Hilary Rodham
Clinton commended Qatar-based news network Al-Jazeera for
broadcasting "real news," according to the AP. On the flip side,
Secretary Clinton criticized U.S. news media for falling behind
foreign competitors in their ability to inform viewers. The critique
had particular resonation during a week where U.S. networks
seemed more captivated by Charlie Sheen than the revolutions
in the Middle East. "You may not agree with it, but you feel like
you're getting real news around the clock instead of a million commercials a n a you know, arguments between talking heads and the
kind of stuff that we do on our news that is not providing information to us, let alone foreigners," Clinton told lawmakers. Clinton's
praise of Al-Jazeera stands in stark contrast to overall opinions just
a decade ago, when the Bush administration attacked the news
network ofbeing, "inexcusably biased."

Daughter of Last WWI Vet Wants
Father to Lie in State
CHARLES TOWN, Pa. - Frank Buckles, the longest-living American to serve in World War I, died on February 27 at the age of 110.
Now his daughter, Susannah Buckles Flanagan, is urging lawmakers to let him lie in the Capitol's Rotunda as an honor to all who
served in the Great War. "There is no one left," Flanagan told the
AP. "If we lost the opportunity to bestow this highest of honors on
the person who was the last surviving representative, there can be
no making it up later." Yet lawmakers are at odds over how to commemorate Buckles and the 4.7 million Americans who served in
WWI. House Speaker John Boehner has rejected requests to allow
Buckles lie in state, suggesting instead that he be given a ceremony
at Arlington NationalCemetery. Yet Flanagan feels that "If the
last American soldier surviving is not suitable to serve as a symbol
around which we can rally to honor those who served their country in the Great War, then who can serve that purpose?"

News Briefs Compiled by Ian Shih
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5K Run to Support Joshua Bolt
Español y Yo
JAMIE C L I F T

Features Editor

"USH t*p 5 frftfram

I , like many of
people, have been taking Spanish classes
since I was in middle
school. But you probably wouldn't guess
that by my grade in
Spanish 202. mis romance language and
I have had a long and
interesting relationship, starting even
before my 7th gradeFEATURES
self stepped foot in
COLUMN
Señora Rodriguez's
Intro to Spanish class.
It all started in
third grade, when by chance the Girl Scouts
of America first introduced me to Spanish.
I was a very enthusiastic Girl Scout, so when
troop 3334 was assigned a South American
country that I had never heard of before for
the "Around the World Day" celebration, I immersed myself in what a third grader would see
as very in-depth research. If I remember correctly, my troop leader drew Venezuela out of a
hat or something, so our assignment had been
totally random. But from that point on, Spanish was something that I found vastly interesting. I found out through National Geographic
magazines and websites that Venezuela was a
land of magic and wonderment.
Of course, as a Girl Scout, my assignments
were to find out what sort of foods people ate
there, what kinds of dances they did, ana what
sorts of clothes they wore. I didn't learn about
Hugo Chavez or Venezuelan oil or the general problems of the country until I was quite a
bit older. As an eight-year-old, I only saw the
wonderfiil things the country had to offer, like
the tracts of rainforest filled with wild jaguars
and colorfül macaws and the world s largest waterfall. I even met someone from this
beautifiil place; my cousin's friend from work
let my troop borrow all sorts of wonderful
things, from spices and cookbooks to maracas.
I remember looking at all of the National Geographic pictures and eating the plantains my
mom made for our festival and wondering why
the nice young woman ever left her country. It
was so cool!
A lot of kids my age were begging their parents to take them to Disney World; I told mine
that I wanted to go to Venezuela. This has been
a dream of mine ever since. So throughout elementary school, I checked out several SpanishEnglish picture dictionaries from the libraiy.
I even learned how to call people^ fat ^igs in
Spanish. In addition to the general "hola, gracias," and "de nada," I knew how to say several
nouns in Spanish by the time I was in middle
school.
In my first Spanish classes, I learned to tell
people, "Me llamo Jamie," and ask them,
Como estas?" I could also express my like
and dislike for things. "Me gusta nadar y no
me gusta hacer tarea," is something I would
have probably written at the time. I went home
every day and told my mom about Spanish.
I even eavesdropped on groups of Spanishspeakers in public places to try and understand
tneir conversations.
But despite my enthusiasm, Spanish was
never my strongest subject. I was usually an A
student and I was getting low C's on most of
my tests. I was useato everything coming easy
to me, and I didn't like that I had to work hard
in this class to get a C. The pattern continued
in high school, so after Spanish III, I gave up
on my pursuit of the Spanish language to a certain extent. I was on the schools debate team
by then anyway, and having become politically
aware, I knew that there was no trip to Venezuela in my future. I still thumbed through a
Spanish copy of "Don Quixote" that I bought
as a yard sale and watched Spanish soap operas
when I was home alone. I didn't want to lose
what little Spanish I did know.
I guess this paid off, because I tested into
Spanish 202 after over three years of not taking
Spanish, and coming from a nigh school where
the teachers didn't even usually speak Spanish
during class. My reading and listening comprehension are actually pretty good. My speaking,
however, is laughable and the differences in
tenses are a complete mystery to me.
As I struggle through college Spanish, I try
to remember the little girl who dreamed of going into the rainforests of South America and
meeting all of the interesting people there. I
know I nave to pass this class to get my diploma; that's the main reason I'm there, but it's also
something I always wanted to learn. I owe it
to myself to keep trying to learn Spanish; even
if I don't do fantastically in the class, I think
my third grade self would find the amount of
Spanish I have learned to be very impressive.
Who knows, maybe someday I will get to go to
Venezuela; the optimistic little kid fused to be
tells me that the problems between our countries can't last for my entire life. And when I get
there, I at least need to be able to ask how to get
to the world's largest waterfall.

ERINN LARSON

Contributor
W h a t did you like to do when you
were nine years old? Squirt friends with
water guns? Roll spit balls, and then
launch them?
On August 31, 2001 after Joshua's
mother delivered him, he was not
breathing. You don't have to know much
about newborns to realize that this is a
problem. Without wasting a moment,
he was attached to a respirator, and
wheeled to the neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU). Even though it seemed
like this was the worst of it, a couple of
hours later his lungs failed. Today^ this
survivor is known as Joshua Bolt, a "very
smart, funny 9-year-old." Receiving the
chance -to live is unbeatable; however,
he also suffered a brain injury. The doctors were alarmed, so little Joshua spent
three weeks at the hospital. Eventually
he was brought to the comfort of his
home, but his parents were told to carefrilly monitor nis development. The seventy of his brain injury was unknown,
so observations were crucial. One oddity that his parents noticed was how one
of Joshua's eyes turned inward. By his
ninth month, adequate time had passed,
so his parents took him to a neurologist
to have questions answered. That May,
he was officially diagnosed with cerebral palsy, so the doctor recommended
physical therapy for Joshua. Every week
until 2005, Joshua attended these appointments and worked on his strength,
balance, and mobility just to name a Tew
victories. In addition, his parents took
him to specialists and he even had eye
surgery. Although this did not perfect

his vision, the first time he crawled on
his belly provided plenty of celebration
and delignt.
Raising a healthy baby is hard work,
so imagine what Joshua's parents faced.
They loved him, and wanted to do everything in their power to help his condition. After research and attending a
Conductive Education Summer Camp
in 2004, his parents realized the abundance of possible resources. The idea
that captured their attention involves the
Institute for the Achievement of Human
Potential (IAHP). Through this organization, Joshua's parents receive training
to accommodate his needs. The hassle or
driving him to different doctors and not
missing appointments became irrelevant
to their lives. Instead, they learn how to
meet Joshua's emotional, physical, intellectual, and social needs.
Despite all the positivity that results
from the Institutes for the Achievement of Human Potential, it comes with
a price tag of $10,000. Plus if you consider the context, the weak economy and
health-care debates, the bills are harsh.
This dollar amount is an estimate, so in
reality it does not capture the financial
hardship his parents face. Did I mention
insurance doesn't cover it?
April 16 will allow you the chance to
help. Do not let the title "The First Annual Joshua Bolt 5K" scare you. I know
that when college students hear the word
run, they quickly trod away. However,
this event lets you run/walk 1 mile, or
run the 5K. Your physical exertion is not
the point, your presence is. I believe that
the Dest form of support is when people
gather. It tends to create a stronger sense
of community and it elevates moods of
those present. Essentially, the 1st An-

nual Joshua Bolt 5K will be a personal
pep rally for Joshua. It will also celebrate
his committed, loving parents, and offer
information about cerebral palsy. Why
would you miss it?
To participate is relatively simple. If
you are holding this paper, I am assuming you can easily use your hands to sign
up and pay $15 as tne only fee. Then
you can easily transport yourself to The
Manor Golf on Saturday, April 16 sometime before 9 a.m. which is the start of
the one-mile race. At 9:45, the 5K starts.
After your participation, you can easily
walk, as a cool-down, and claim your
race-day T-shirt. This comfortable Tshirt with a special "Joshua logo" will
await you. The festive atmosphere will be
enhanced with live music by Joshua and
Jeremy Greene. Most likely, the weather
will be nice, sunny, and spring-like. Although I, like anyone else, cannot control tne weather, I can guarantee pleasant outcomes. A community event that
supports a boy who outwitted death and
doesn't let his diagnosis define who he
is....how is this not on your social calendar?
Saturday, April 16 is basically a month
away, but March 30, the registration
deadline, might pass you by! Be proactive and potentially impress your parents (and their wallets) by signing up
today. Facebook users, type in 1st Annual Joshua Bolt 5K and RSVP. Or send
an e-mail to boltforj5k@aol.com. Or
find one of the Joshua postings on bulletin boards around campus. Or talk to
Meghan Greene, the dedicated organizer of this event. Whichever method you
choose, consider that Joshua might see
YOU walking or running in his honor
on April 16.

Celebrating Women's History Month
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
M a r c h is Women's History Month
and celebrates women's achievements
and struggles against continuing social and economic inequality. Women's
History Month developed from the Sonoma County (California) Education
Task Force, instituting Women's History
Week in 1978. The Task Force chose the
week of International Women's Day, a
celebration started in 1911 that fell on
March 8. With surrounding schools' enthusiastic support, the Women's History
Week fostered numerous celebrations,
speeches and an essay competition.
Inspired by far-reaching support and
adoption of the week, President Carter
issued a Presidential Proclamation declaring the Week of March 8, 1980 as
National Women's History Week. In
1981, Representative Barbara Mikulski and Senator Orrin Hatch also cosponsored a Congressional Resolution
for National Women's History Week.
By 1986, 14 states including Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New York, Oregon, and
Alaska recognized the educational and
social importance of a Women's History
Week. This quick succession of advocates influenced successful lobbying in
Congress for a Women's History Month.
In 1987, Congress designated March as
Women's History Month and Presidential Proclamations honoring an American woman for exemplary achievements
has been given ever since.
Due to its history as an all-female
school and status as a school with very

high female enrollment, Longwood is
specially linked to the months importance. Aware of a need to further equality and recognize a powerful ancestry,
many at Longwood unabashedly push
envelopes, enforce opinions, and act
strongly for their beliefs.
>Lonewood graduate student Sum-,,
mer JenKins-jcommented on her feelings about women's History Month
and women in past social movements.
Jenkins cited young people's widespread
ignorance about women's movements
and the importance of learning about
obstacles to universal suffrage, women's
right to choose their dress, and saining
independence from the household. Jenkins noted that women's history focused
on the struggle's "heroes" and the "long
strand of [issues] they fought for."
Jenkins also talked about the suffragettes gaining additional strength
through other disadvantaged groups'
advocacy. Jenkins said it was important
for women's voices to be heard due to a
"sixth sense" directed toward morality.
Including women's actions on their own
behalf, Tenkins stated "[women] know
where tney can step in and say I know
this isn't right,' that's why they wanted
the vote. Actually, if it weren't for women
voters, a lot witn the civil rights movement wouldn't have occurred. And a lot
of the women behind the civil rights
movement were extremely important.
They were pretty much the Dackbone..."
Jenkins' important idea was separating people forming "the backbone" or
the supporters who were often passive
and people at the "forefront," who ques-

tioned repressive norms and got most of
the social "backlash."
An extreme case of a "backbone" was
Henretta Lacks, a Virginia woman of
African American descent who's continuously dividing cervical cancer cells
were preserved By researcher George
Gey. in the 1950s and were used in numerous other important medical studies including Jonas Salk's polio research.
For Jenkins, Lacks represents a woman
supporting her entire community without ner knowledge.
Associate Professor of Sociology Dr.
Carl Riden also spoke on the Longwood
schedule for Women's History Month.
Discussing the Women's and Gender
Studies minor theme of discussing radical feminism in a concerted and unbiased light, Riden pointed out the huge
disparity in resources for Women's History ana grade school children's knowledge of wno and what were important.
Riden provided a calendar citing the
month-long "Women at Longwood"
displays in Greenwood Library. March
2 was "Wednesdays with WGS" with
speaker Shirin Neshat, and "The Life
and Legacy of Emma Goldman" was
presented March 7. Tonight at 7 p.m.
Simran Sethi will be speaking on "EcoFeminism."
After spring break, there are three
more events. Sisterhood is Powerful:
The Fight for Women's Rights in Farmville" on March 21, "Express the Outrage: The History and Legacy of Riot
Grrrl Movement on March 28, and
Read more at therotundaonline.com

-Relationship AdviceColumn
TARA C ARR

Rotunda Reporter
Sometimes when you meet someone new, it is difficult to
know if they could be "the one" or not. In high school, finding out whether or not someone was "weird or regular
was easy - you had grown up with them and/or knew other
people who knew them. But now that we're older, dating
people is much more difficult. There's no real way to know
if someone has skeletons in their closet. Well, everyone has
skeletons in their closet, but the question is, are they skeletons you can live with? In life and love, how can we know
when someone's a Keeper or a Creeper?
Life is too short to date someone for weeks, months, years
even just to find out that they are very much a creeper
and you should have left them go a long time ago. Being a
creeper is not exactly the same as being incompatible. Two
perfectly normal people cannot be "the one" for each other
and that's fine. I'm talking about when someone has some
type of neurotic or unusual behavior that makes you want to
run like the girls in the horror films.
It's difficult though. Because when you first meet someone
you only see the good in them. You're attracted to them. You
like them. You want them to be "the one" either for now or
for always. But either way, you will not notice the red flags m
at this point. So you go on a first date or you just hang out
and you're getting to know each other. He or she says or

does some really off the wall stuff. You give them a side-eye
but you're still trying to make it work. You spend the entire
dateputting things in two different boxes - *T can live with
that and "I can change that" (You can't really change anything about anyone but you tell yourself that for now). But
when you get home and talk it over with your friends, you
have to decide if he's a keeper or a creeper.
The natural thing to do is to attempt to make everyone a
keeper off the bat. You romanticize the date and remember
to point out all of the good signs. But what about the bad
signs? Is it fair to ignore those? What if that one kind of
creepy thing he said was a window into his (or her) true
character? What if the little things you ignored actually turn
out to be bigger in the future? How will we ever know?
We can try to weigh the pros and cons all day at the beginning of a new relationship, but at the end of the day I guess
we'll never know if someone's a Keeper or a Creeper. Iguess
the best you can do is try to keep your mind open and your
eyes open too. Be positive, but not naive. Be compassionate,
but also be cautious. Take time to get to know the person,
but also take time to assess the situation. But most importantly, just pay attention!
For more tips on "How to know if he's a Keeper," please
visit therotundaonline.com
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Ms. Longwood Pageant 2011 Takes Over Jarman Auditorium
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
O n March 3, the annual Miss Longwood Pageant was hosted in Jarman Auditorium. Something of a tradition over the
last few years, a nearly full house attended.
Due to attendance and energy generated
by the contestants themselves, enthusiasm
ran high and was often accompanied by a
trumpeting vuvuzela and/or exultant and
joking shouts from the auditoriums rear.
Miss Longwood started with a presentation of contestants that announced their
various affiliations and identifiers through
various organization and major tee-shirts.
Identifiers included Red and Green class,
Biology Major, Anthropology Major, Archaeological field School, STE.A.L., Relay
for Life, and Mortar Board.
After listing contestants, the two hosts introduced the four faculty and staff Judges.
Performances followed including a Dance
and Rap Performance, a spirited rendition
of "His Eye is on the Sparrow," and a very
skillfully pulled-off Longwood rap precluded f>y beatboxing with a harmonica.
Between acts, the hosts gave announcements and facts from Prevent Child Abuse
America that outlined the dangers and far
reaching damage of child abuse. The next
rendition was a Broadway piece "I Don't
Want to Show Off" with skillful flag twirling afterwards. A very humorous Nicki
Minaj karaoke complete with pink wig
and padding was held before the third
strong vocal performance of the night put
to clips from the past year at Longwood.
One act broke witn the usual cast of performance art and instead gave an impressive a**whooping martial arts routine.

Accosted by a grey-hooded assailant, the
martial artist performed an intimidating
mass of kicks, throws, trips, and punches.
The attacker, presumably a fellow martial
artist, was barely able to keep his footing.
Equally distanced from everything else
was a talented clogging river dance performance to "The Devil Went Down to
Georgia."
Somewhere closer to the main was a
dance to "Cooler than Me" with a rap and
iano-accompanied rendition of John
ennon's "Imagine." The Ms. Longwood
contestants were then required to answer
college relevant questions that they picked
from at random from a group of cards. The
uestions included: "If you could add one
ieneral Education course, what would it
be? ," a question about what role secret societies Princeps and Chi play at the school,
"What building should be renovated?,
"What characteristics make a good citizen leader?" "What would you bring to
the campus from 1839?," "What professor has made the most impact on you,"
"Why are traditions so important to Longwood?," "What lessons have you learned
from Longwood," "How important do you
think being involved is at Longwood?,"
"If you could write the Board of Visitors
about an issue, what would it be?," "What
is the greatest memory you have from
Longwood?," and "What does the spirit of
Longwood mean to you?"
Following the questionnaires, îasi years
Miss Longwood Octavia Monton sang her
song "Longwood State of Mind" with an
accompanying rap act. Following Monton's performance, the time finally came to
handout awards. First was Sarah Lucento
who won the Penny Wars Competition.
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Left to right, Nancy McDonald and Taylor Hines share the crown of Miss Longwood 2011

Subsequently, Amanda LaLiberte was
crowned Miss Congeniality while Taylor
Hines and Nancy McDonald shared the
Miss Longwood title.
Making for an enjoyable night, Miss
Longwood showcased the talents and allowed competition among those who
wished for it at Longwood. All contestants
were able in their own rights and willing
to expend the necessary energy to show
their peers what they could do. Aside

from fostering the already strong kinship
among many in the Longwood and Longwood Greek communities, Miss Longwood also succeeded in dispelling usual
criticism against pageants by being an arena in whicn its participants showed deep
concern and serious ability beyond the
pale of physical appearance. Miss Longwood appeared as a good place to be on
a dreary weekday nignt for Doth the mass
of interest around and the events on stage.

Going Loco: Lankford
REBECCA BEARD

Contributor
Longwood students didn't need their
passports to travel south of the border
with "South of the Hams", a campus-wide
event sponsored by the Office ofResident
and Commuter Life (RCL) and hosted by
the Cunningham RAs Thursday night in
the Lankford ballroom. As you entered
the room, you were welcomed to the festive atmosphere by the sounds of maracas,
trumpets, and guitars and the aroma of
authentic Mexican fare. Mike Hand, one
of the Cunningham RAs, was especially
excited to put on this creative Residential
and Commuter Life event. "We thought it
was a good idea ... we all love Mexican
food!" ne said before taking a face-in-hole
picture as a mariachi guitar player. And
this was evidenced by the lines, nearly out
the door, of people waiting to sample the
taco bar and tasty virgin margaritas catered by our very own Moe's Southwest
Grill.
If you weren't indulging in the delicious food, you were decorating your own
souvenir margarita glass with your name
and other festive shapes or waiting to be
called as a lucky winner of a door prize.
Prizes ranged from the much coveted gift
cards from Wal-Mart, Barnes 8c Noble,
and CVS, to funny but more conventional

the fun and entertainment, the only thing
missing was a live mariachi band strolling
througn the crowd.
A good turnout gathered for this event,
advertised on Facebook and via postisplayed throughout campus. Tables
ers disp
were full and people stayed after they
were done eating and decorating to chat
and socialize witn other students. Fresh- man, Kelsie Clyburn commented on the
event, "It's cute, fun, and a different way to
hang out with friends as well as make new
ones\ Sam Edwards, on the other hand,
had other reasons to attend: "I came for
the free food and to harass my RA". Everyone seemed impressed with the variety
of food and activities and overall quality
of the event.
If you missed this RCL event, definitely
consider going to the next one. Each one
is well thought out and designed to be a
lot of fun for students. Additionally, they
are definitely a good way to get acquainted with the Resident/Commuter Life staff
and meet new people. As my first participation in such an event, I can truthfully
Photo By: Brittany Claud
say that I wish I had taken the opportuStudents enjoy Mexican food at the 'South of the Hams' celebration this past Thursday.
nity to go to more of them. "South of the
Hams" was an imaginative way to bring
items such as toilet paper or bags of tor- event. One of the most comical activities the campus together to have a night of
tilla chips from Moes. One prize winner, of the night was the breaking of the piñata. Latin fun. Besides, who doesn't love tacos,
who recéived a gift certificate from Main The lucty winner, Hillary Gladstone, won margaritas, and cool prizes, anyway? ¡Oli!
Street Lanes Downtown, was heard yell- a $20 CvS card after knocking the unsusing, "I'm going bowling!" as he left the pecting burro to the ground. With all of

Fitness Center Offers Popular Zumba Classes
CHRISTOPHER TOBEY

Rotunda Reporter
breezes start to replace
A s the
the winter chills, it means one thing: I
will have to trade in the sweatshirt that
has been hiding my extra holiday pounds
for less forgiving snorts and T-shirts. My
New Year's resolution was to work my
way through each of the fitness classes the
Lancer Gym offers and I have been less
than diligent about keeping this promise.
I decided to start this semester off with
Zumba.
One of the newest classes to come to
Longwood, Zumba is a mixture of Latin
Dance and Rock in the form of a dance
work out and has been heavily requested
by students over the past couple semesters. As one of the stereotypically girliest
classes, I was looking forward to knocking
it out of the way early hoping none of my
friends saw me in the endeavor. While it
wasn't by any means the most masculine
work out I've done, I went to the class with
a false sense of confidence, bordering on
cockiness.
I typically go to the gym from 5:30 to
7:00 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
The Zumba class I was attending started at
7:00. I refused to alter my regular schedule so I would be ready for what I considered a "girly" class. Mistake Number One.
I, as a guy, went to the one offering of
Zumba offered at quite possibly gyms

the busiest time, between 7:00 and 8:00
Wednesday night. Mistake Number Two.
I rode my bike to campus so the only
way
wa home was a two mile, partially uphill, ride back to my apartment. Mistake
Number Three.
Zumba was about to make me pay for
my arrogance.
7 p.m. rolled around and after running
four miles, some mild circuit training and
a couple matches of racquetball, I waved
farewell to my racquetball partner and
worked my way over to the dance studio
adjacent to the gym's sea of free-weights,
cardio machines, and weight machines. I
hadn't danced a step and I was already in
a heavy sweat and admittedly starting to
smell.
I was pretty sure that I was going to be
only guy. I was. I was confident that my
soggy apparel and odorous funk wasnt
going to win me points with any of the 15
girls in the class. It didn't
The class started with a stretching song
with no dancing, but everything after that
was full of hip thrusting, side stepping,
booty shaking, a little bit of jazz nands
and air punching.
For a guy, I feel like I have a pretty good
sense or rhythm and can hold my own on
the dance floor. I am not saying that I will
be competing in "So You Think You Can
Dance" during summer break, but I think
my fkjH* are moderately above average.
Everything we had to do during this class

You'll
learn a new
move each time but you
ill -A.! 11
..a» MMM aC *(Aa*WA H/VM A A
will
still mess- -up
even if you've done the
work out multiple times before. Just come
ready to have fun."
A group of freshmen education majors
were there for their first time and could
relate to the troubles I had with keeping
up. Ayesha Moss admitted, "Yeah every
one is kinda' falling all over the place but
your still having fun."
Her friend Cassandra Summerell added,
"getting the arms and legs coordinated is a
little tricky at first but even if you can't get
it perfect its still a fun work out."
Jessica Lee, one of their friends who has
13 years of dance experience, admitted, "it
was a little easier for me to pick up, but any
one can do it. You just need to remember
to have fun." .They all emphasized how
much easier it was to overcome the embarrassment missing a beat or botching a
hip thrust because tney came with friends
tolaugh at each others mistakes.
In the end I realized that was the key.
Even if your going solo eventually you get
over being self-conscious and really have
a good work out. A much better work out
than I was expecting. So after four miles,
30 minutes of circuit work, two matches
of
racquetball and an hour of deceptively
In the end I was shocked to see how
worn out I was and surprised to realize challenging aerobic dance, I still had to
pedal over two miles home...
how much fun I had.
The class instructor Paula Roberson,
a senior education major, said, "You really have to be able to laugh at yourself.

was well out of my comfort zone.
To complicate things we were in a mirror
filled room where I, and everyone else in
the class or looking through the window,
could look at my seizure-like hip thrust
from a choice of unflattering perspectives.
We did three songs and then took a quick
water break. During the break I spoke to a
few of the other classmates and realized I
was not the only one outside of their comfort zone. Most of the girls were spending
the break laughing about how silly they
felt they looked when I figured their break
conversation would be centered around
the weird sweaty guy in the back corner...
me.
After we started back up I ignored how
silly it felt to me and just started laughing
along with everyone else and surprisingly
I had a lot of fun. Some of the later songs
got a little too fast for my clumsy, already
fired feet to keep up with but I kept pushing them. Some of the patterns were just
too foreign for me to figure out but I kept
trying. Some of the things were just a little
to feminine for me to bring myself to fully
participate in, like the Beyonce- inspired
Sexy Walk," so I made more masculine
adaptations and just laughed it off.
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St. Patty's Day Bash in Lankford Attracts Many
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
O n Friday, March 4, the Lancer Productions (LP) programming board held
another Party in the Union in Lankford
Student Union with a St. Patrick's Day flair.
In accordance with the theme, Irish nachos
were served with a variety of toppings including hot cheese spread, Jalapeno peppers, sour cream, ana ketchup. Irish music
was played in the background and kissing
and photo booths were set up for the night.
At die kissing booth, personalized tags
that said "Kiss Me I'm Irish," "I'm not Irish,
Keep Your Lips OffT or "I'm Part Irish but
Only My Boyfriend Kisses Me." At the
Photo booth, the people taking the photographs wore funny hats or long beards. A
traditional Irish river dance was the highlight of die night.
With a head count of about 75, the St.
Patrick's Day Party in the Union was largely
judged a success by senior and organizer
Sarah Nicholls. Nicholls also spoke on the
night's success in bringing together mul-

At the photo booth, the
people taking the photographs
wore tunny hats or long beards. A
traditional Irish river dance was
the highlight of the night.
tiple groups such as the Peer Health Educators and the Blue Heat Dance Group which
performed the night's river dance.
Nicholls said St. Patrick's Day was relevant
to her in a historical sense due to the importance of St. Patrick and his conversion

of the Irish people to Christianity.
Freshman ana LP General Member Lauren Ginder said she had learned about
Party in the Union by attending Lancer
Productions meetings and was involved
in "helping out" and working in the photo
booth. After explaining the importance of
photos as a way that people could relax and
remember the night, Ginder talked about
the reasons why Lancer Production had put
on a particularly St. Patrick's themed party.
She said, "At LP, we like to do parties in the
Union and ... correlate them I with] what's
happening that month ... it just so happens
that March has St. Patrick's Day." For this
reason, the theme was judged to be a fun
addition to the Party in the Union format
and followed in the idea of having an alternative Friday night.
Gmder talkedabout the continued Party
in the Unions and the possibility of another St. Patrick's Day party. Ginder said that
while Lancer Productions was still formulating a calendar of events for next year,
they nadn't released what the next Party,
in the Union would be, though Ginder
knew that consideration had been given to
the favorites from last year and generally
fun events like cookouts. Ginder said that
"feedback is always a really important thing
with LP. We like to hear what people like
and dorft like in our events ... that helps
usjplan."
Ginder took a more open and social stance
on St. Patrick's Day saying it meant "coming
together and just having a good time with
each other ... to me it means celebrating
[friendship and is a day of relation]."
Overall, the Party in the Union with its
St. Patrick's Day theme was a thoroughly
enjoyable event. The addition of enjoyable
and unexpected food led to many indi-

vidual visits to the buffet line to enjoy what
had been set out While common knowledge says that "If you feed them, they will
come." The Party in the Union proved that
invitees will say with food, entertainment
and a largely unrushed and comforting
atmosphere. The ages of students ranged
widely and people seemed to enjoy themselves for many minutes by talking to one
another and producing something out of
St. Patrick's Day that transcended identity,
blending fan with a light, homemade sense
of culture.

Photo By: Ashley Fuler

Fashion Forward - Trends for Spring
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
T h e s e past few weeks have shown little
hints of spring, with temperatures reaching highs into the 70s. With the changing
ofthe weather came a change in wardrobe.
Not only did I break out the flip-flops, but I
actually read the spring fashion trends that
made the front page ofELLE magazine and
risked a colorful tank top.
So maybe flip-flops were a little premature
for spring, but here are some other things
that are more than appropriate. Not sure
what to sport this coming spring? Here are
some ideas.
.
Spring is a time for rain, and who doesnt
want to look cute while their hair frizzes?
The 60's trench coat is making a comeback
in adorable solid colors anywhere from yellow to pink to green. The cute A-line cut
makes for an overall cute caueht-in-therain look. Best part of the trench - in all its
bold colors, the chances of matching it with
a pair of obnoxious rain boots is in your fa-

vor.
Also in fashion thi? spring: 1970s dresses.
The metallic sheen goes sophisticated with
dark colors like ruby, emerald, and classic
black. One shoulder and puffy skirts were
all the rage in the 1970s and they are this
spring, too. If ydu think the look will be too
fancy for the night, tone it down with classic
flats or a leather sandal and pair with a light
weight sweater. Do you want to stick with a
classic old school look? Try something else
besides the skinny jeans you've been wearing and go for a high waist flare in your
jeans. Don't worry if you don't know what
to pair it with, just stick with something
simple like a black or white tee and pretty
flats or classic pumps on your feet.
If you don't care for the 1960s or 1970s,
.
aI
I I t you
«rAtl can
^AM go with:
liTltn •
theres
aa timeless
look
military jackets, are in fashion again. Not
only is the jacket style flattering Tor every
woman, but it also can be dressed up or
down. Wear the jacket with a Tittle black
dress' and black pumps for an edgy look or
pair it with a classic pair of skinny jeans and

flattop converses for that slacker air. Most
military jackets come in that moss green,
but if you don't care for that tone, look for
khaki or a brown. If you're not into the
jacket look, military dresses are also high
on the list
Floral, animal, and tribal prints are all
in for both spring, ^nd sumt(ier, b ^ for a
unique look try thipwing thpm together.
Pair a floral with a plaic
plaidor a tribal with
an animal print for a fur
fun young look. The
lere is
ii to keep the color
only rule or thumb here
scheme on the same page. Pair blues with
blues and pinks with pinks to avoid looking
like you dressed in the dark, or worse - borrowed from your grandmother's closet.
The classic brown or black calf length
boot is still going strong into Spring fashion, but for a more feminine and light look,
try a platform shoe. The platform is still
fashion forward without killing your feet in
apair of stilettos or crazy warrior sandals.
The best part of the platform rests in the
cute prints that accompany it. The look reminds me of beaches and boardwalks, and

who doesn't want to be thinking of summer
vacation while rushing between classes?
Next on the list; sheer tops. Lace was really in for Fall and it's going to carry over
into Spring. Also go for tops that move like
blouses. If you're going to continue with
the lace, make sure to pair the fabric with
a flowing skirt or a pair of cuffed jeans to
keep the fabric looking light and springy.
The sheer fabric also works for skirts. Look
for solid colored fabrics that move on their
own in light pinks and off-whites.
Spring is a time for fun flower prints and
a light pretty-in-pink' color pallet, but if
you re looking for a more crazy spin on
colors, go for a citrus. Crazy greens, corals,
and yellows are in for spring and there's no
better time to paint your nails those neon
colors or break out the red skinny jeans.
Stay away from heavy knits and dark colors. It's springtime ana no one wants to be
reminded of snow, numbers in the negatives, or colds.

Outdoor Club: A Place for Adventurers
interesting trips the members go on, which
include a wide variety of fun outdoor activities such as camping, kayaking, and everything in between.
Junior Margaret Hummel has been a
member of the Outdoor Club for three
years and encourages others to join them
in their adventures.
She describes the club
as a great place to meet
people with interests
similar to their own.
"You can go on fun and
adventurous trips," she
said, "and you can also
learn new skills in the
outdoors."
The Outdoor Club really seems to be about
having a good time
with people who truly love tne outdoors.
One trip in particular
has stuck with Hummel and stands out as
her favorite: "My favorite thine the Outdoor Club has done is
a camping trip to Cold
Mountain. It was freezing and snowing, but
we all had fun sitting
around the campfire
talking." The classic
campnre scene—it's the
sort of stuff that amazing memories are made
off
The club goes to a
number of interesting
places. "My favorite
thing about Outdoor
Club would be going
THERE.

But not every student is content to sit with
like-minded
people in a classroom. Some
Features Editor
people
Lfvvvav like to
»W n
go out —
into the wilderness
T h e r e seems to be a club to meet just and get stuff done. If this sounds like you,
about every interest at Longwood. Stu- you might be interested in joining the Outdents belong to organizations represent- door Club. This club stands out from the
ing everything from belly dancing to chess. other organizations on campus due to the

JAMIE C L I F T

A S IT TURNS OUT. THE DAY THAT MANY
THOUGHT WAS THE END OF LONG, HARD
BATTLE, WAS JUST THE BEGINNING....

THURSDAV, MARCH 2 4 , 2 0 1 1
JOIN US A S SOME OF THE BIGGEST NAMES IN
HEALTH POLICY DEBATE...
D-HALL, 5PM-6PM FREE FOOD, 6PM-9PM
FREE EDUCATION ON FREE HEALTH CARE
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO NOT BE

camping and hiking to places I may have
lerwise gone had I not joined the
never otn«
club," says Hummel. Becoming active in the
club has, for Hummel, opened doors to a
lot of amazing places.
But, these sorts of adventures in nature
aren't just for members of the club, and they
aren't always far away. The club is planning
an event that will surely bring outdoor fun
to a great number of Longwood Students
right riere in Farmville. On Friday, April
1, the Outdoor Club will be hosting EcoQuest, an Amazing Race-type competition
in which teams of students will run and
complete puzzles and challenges around
Farmville.
Hummel, who is heading the committee
for the event, farther explained the competition. "It is a race that has a few teams with
four players on each team with one member of the opposite sex. There are different
activities the teams do at each stop to test
their mind or body."
Sarah Ganrude, another member of the
outdoor club and the committee on EcoQuest, expressed her excitement about the
event. "The race includes running, outdoor
challenges, puzzles, and tons of fun!"
Any students interested in participating
in the event should get their teams together
soon. The price to participate is ten dollars
per person. The signup deadline is Wed.,
March 23. Of course, you don't have to be a
member of the club to participate. Students
should email Hummel at marcaret.hummel@live.longwood.edu or fina Outdoor
Club members in the D-Hall lobby to sign
up or for more information.
So, if the recent warm weather has you
aching for an adventure, give the Outdoor
Club a try, and definitely check out EcoQuest. Sounds like a perfect way to kick off
the spring season.
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Come Out for Rotunda Week After Spring Break
Chief for the 2011-2012 school year will
also take place during this meeting, so
Editor-in-Chief
you will be the first to Know who the potential candidates are for next year.
On Monday, March 21 we will have a
T h e Rotunda is not perfect, but we are
actively trying to get better. Six editors Rotunda Show workshop in the Amelia
just got back from the Associated Colle- Room (Lankford 221) at 6 p.m. Come
giate Press (ACP) spring convention, and learn what goes into t h e Rotunda Show,
we learned a lot of valuable skills. Myself, the basics of the equipment they use, and
along with News Editor Corey, Layout how to get involved with The Rotunda
Editors Michelle and Sarah, Arts and Show. The two coordinators of the show
Entertainment Editor Katie, and Copy are graduating this spring, as well as
Editor Laura Beth flew out to Los Ange- many of the contributors. The Rotunda
les last Wednesday and returned Mon- Show would love to have more videograhers, anchors and members of the proday. Our adviser, Professor Jeff Halliday,
joined us on Thursday and departed the §uction team. Come learn more!
sunny city on Sunday.
The seven of us had the wonderful opportunity of attending a variety of workshops to help better the paper. The Student Government Association (SGA)
allocated us money to go on the conference, and in return we decided to host
some workshops of our own to convey
the information we brought back with us.
Since applications for next year's editorial
board are right around the corner, we decided to expand and make an entire week
dedicated to The Rotunda, and we hope
you guys will partake in some of the features we have to offer.
On Sunday, March 20 we will be hosting an open editors meeting in Hiner 109.
This is a great opportunity to see what
goes on in an editor's meeting if you are
tninking about applying to be an editor,
and it's also a useful tool in case you just
want to see what we do during our editors meeting. Nominations for Editor-in-

NICOLE DALES

"Since applications for
next year's editorial
board are right around
the corner, we decided
to expand and make an
entire week dedicated
to The Rotunda, and
we hope you guys will
partake in some of the
features we have to
offer"

PROPS&
DROPS
Props to:
+ Classes being cancelled
+ Spring break being three days away
+ Greek Week
+ Longwood songs

+ Babies in the D-Hall King cakes
+ 22 new Ambassadors
Drops to:
- Losing things
- Long days
- Big assignments due before break
- Forgetting important information
- Shoes breaking
• Jet lag

liwoi

Add The Rotunda on Facebook or
follow us on Twitter at Longwood
Rotunda for updates ahd
breaking news!

We also plan on having a reporting and
writing workshop, in which we give skills
on brainstorming ideas, interviewing, and
writing stories. We went to a lot of workshops centered on this idea and we are
eager to share what we learned. We have
not been able to secure a location yet,
so the temporary site is our office in the
basement of the SStudent Union (Lankford
142).
,
On Tuesday, March 22 we will also have
a Rotunda Business workshop at 6 p.m. in
the C Room of the Student Union. Come
learn how our Business team operates,
how we sell ads, and what we learned at
our conlfeehtfeJlf you'krt looking into a
career in Business or Advertising come get
involved with our Business team!
We will also feature a panel at 7 p.m. in
the C Room. This is an opportunity for you
to come forward and ask The Rotunda any
questions you want. As long as the questions are appropriate and pertinent to The
Rotunda, we will answer them. This can
be anything from why we write the stories
we write and how we get ideas, all the way
to why there are mistakes. If you cannot
make it to the panel, feel free to e-mail us
your questions and we will answer them

Rotunda Show Coordinators
Copy Editors

Layout Editors
News Editors
Features Editors
A&E Editor
Sports Editor
Online Administrators
Photo Editors
Advertising Managers
Office Administrator
Faculty Adviser
To Contact Editor-in-Chief
To Contact the Business Department
To Submit Stories
For General Inquiries

ÎS

week is your chance to get a hands-on feel
for who we are and what we are like. We
also know some of you don't agree with
what we do. We get and see complaints
about the stories we cover, mistakes in our
paper, our design and content. The issue is
most of these complaints are from second
and third sources, and can be difficult to
trust.

"Applications will be
available Monday,
March 21 and due Friday, April 1. If you want
to get involved, take an
opportunity to apply."
If you want to invoke change in the paper,
talee the initiative. Apply to be an editor,
join our staff as a reporter or photographer. Come to our panel or write a letter
to the editor. We want The Rotunda to be
a hands-on experience for everyone. If
you are one of the people who do not like
what we are doing, step up and do something about it. If you are one of the people
who want to get involved but you are too
shy, take the leap. You never know what it
could lead to.

Get all the benefits
of membership.

You belong with us at
Virginia Credit Union.

x>ngwood University
Farmville, VA 23909
Editor-in-Chief
Business Managers

and post the answers on our website.
On Wednesday, March 23 we will have
an InDesign and Photography workshop
at 6 p.m. Come learn from our layout editors and get design ideas. We will also have
an open nouse, where you can learn more
about how to become a staff reporter or
photographer, and pick up an application
to be an editor. The spot for both is TBD,
so the tentative location is in our office,
Lankford 142 in the basement.
On Thursday, March 24 we will have our
«neral meeting in Hiner 201 at 7 p.m.
is is our standard general meeting. It
gives us an opportunity to come together
and discuss wnat we plan on running in
firture issues of The Rotunda and give out
story assignments. It is the first place to
come if you are interested in writing for
The Rotunda. We will move to Main Street
Lanes afterwards for a social. Transportation will be provided to and from the
bowling alley. Meet us in Hiner for a ride!
The week will conclude with an open
office on Friday from 3-5 p.m., so you can
come see what our office looks like. Use
our software, look at old issues, and get a
feel of what production night is like. We
are also currently working on our editorial board for next year, and we are eager
to have people apply. Applications will oe
available Monday, March 21 and due Friday, April 1. If you want to get involved,
take an opportunity to apply.
This Rotunda Week was designed for all
of our readers. We know some of you are
interested in how we operate or want to
know what goes into a newspaper. This

Nicole Dales
Meagan Burkett
Amanda Mungo
Megan Kozich
Max Duchaine
Laura Beth Strieker
Becca Lundberg
Chelsea Putland
Sarah Schmader
Michelle Moodhe
Corey Morris
Ian Shih
Jamie Clift
Semein Washington
Katie Reilly
Ben Maitland
Hannah Lawrence
Katlyn Norman
Matt Orben
Billy Davis
Crissy Field
Tamika Sayles
Katie Gatzke
Jeff Halliday
rotundaeditor@gmail.com
rotundabusiness@gmail. com
rotundastories@gmail. com
rotundanewspaper@gmail.com

Get free stuff.
Extra Credit Checking for members
under age 23 that pays dividends
Free Online Banking
Discounts for members

Farmville Branch - Mid Town
(434) 392-9420
www. vacu.org « (800) 285-6609

Rotunda Editorial Policy:
Editorials, Letters to the Editor, and/or Online Comments are viewed by The Rotunda Editorial Board before publication. All are encouraged and become property of The Rotunda
upon reception. Submissions from anonymous sources may be printed with approval of the
editorial board after analysis. Letters or comments that distastefully attack individuals or
organizations or use excessive inappropriate language will not be printed. Determinations
are made solely by The Rotunda editorial staff and faculty adviser(s).
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DUH ... WINNING.'
M I C H A E L YOUMANS

What is it About
Celebrities?
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor

Th,

Contributor
(Ci
O n e and a Half Men" now appears to be a more fitting title for the
number-one sitcom in the country.
Charlie Sheen, the 45-year-old star of
the program was firea early Monday
afternoon from Warner Bros. Television, the producers of the hit comedy,
who issued this statement: "After careful consideration, Warner Bros. Television has terminated Charlie Sheen's
services on "Two and a Half Men," effective immediately"
This is not surprising as Sheen's recent downward spiral nas been very
public, with intense media speculation
that Sheen himself appears to be feedins upon.
Back in October, police were called
to Sheen's suite at New York's The Plaza Hotel, as Sheen allegedly trashed
his hotel room, causing >7,000 worth
of damage, after a massive cocaine and
alcohol binge. He was also accused of
locking a porn star in a closet, but was
never charged.
In January, Sheen was taken to the
hospital by ambulance, reportedly for
"abdominal pains." However, that
night he partied with porn star Kacey Jordan, who claimed to have seen
Sneen that night with a "briefcase full
of cocaine."
At the beginning of February, Sheen,
who was receiving $1.8 million per
episode, was given time off to seek
treatment for substance abuse. CBS
decided to shut down production until
Sheen was well enough.
However, during Sheen's innovative
concept of treatment, he conducted
a media circus, which included disparaging remarks towards the show's
creator, Chuck Lorre. This culminated
in CBS and Warner Bros, cancelling
the remainder of "Men's" season. After this announcement, Sheen's antics
became more bizarre. This included
threatening to show up on set—despite the snow being snut down, on
the date originally intended after he
received his treatment.
He also demanded a pay increase
from $1.8 million per episode^ to $3
million. Sheen claimed on NBC's "The
Today Show" to have "Adonis DNA,"
and tiger blood," and even went as
far as undergoing blood and urinalysis
drug testing on ABC's "Good Morning

_ _ie other day I was in
Hollywood, California. I was
scheduled to be there for about
four days for a conference and
while tnat part took up about
75 percent of my thought process, the other 25 percent was
concerned with staring into
strangers faces in hopes of recA&E
ognizing them. I planned on
seeing
television
stars,
the
rich
COLUMN
ng
and the famous of movies, and
perhaps a couple of singers. As
Photo Courtety: edmortonjoumä.com
soon as the plane let down in
James
G.
Robinson
of Morgan Creek
America."
LAX, my eyes were peeled, my camera ready to
Productions,
has
publicly
lambasted
Despite having tested negative for
snap a million photos of celebrities I didn't have
Sheen's recent public behavior, and
all
substances,
including
prescription
a dream of running into. The next day I walked
medicine and alcohol, many experts in said that he would not tolerate that
the streets of Hollywood, once again my entire
the field of psychology ana addiction behavior on set of his film. "Obviously
being focused on the faces in the crowd, on this
claim that Sneen is on the brink of de- with 'Major League 3' there's a huge
obsession I had been harboring all nw life that
part written for Charlie's character
struction.
finally got to come out in Hollywood, California.
... but after dealing with Lindsay LoHe
has
been
very
vocal
about
his
past
So I'm sitting here in the aiiport and disa—
han on 'Georgia Rule,' I can speak for
drug
use,
primarily
of
alcohol,
cocaine,
ment is heavy on my shoulders because I
and crack cocaine. When asked by a someone wholhas experienced the difgotten my autograph or picture with anyone
reporter when the last time was that ficulties of working with an actor dealwell, except us normal people. But now it occurs
he used drugs, Sheen responded, "I ing," said the Hollywood bigwig, who
to me to question why. Why am I so obsessed
don't remember. A couple days before similarly condemned troubled actress
with spotting a famous face? I'll give you one betthe suits rolled in and said change it Lindsay Lohan publicly in a letter sayter - Why is society so obsessed with spotting a
... I probably took more than anybody ing, "You and your representatives
famous race?
could survive. I was banging seven- have told us that your various late arI'm editor of the Arts and Entertainment secgram rocks [of cocaine]. Because that's rivals and absences from the set have
tion, and let's face it, without famous people
now I roll. I have one speed. I have been the result of illness; today we
there would be nothing in the section. So don't
were told it was 'heat exhaustion.' We
one gear: Go."
think I'm bashing our obsession with celebrities,
Sheen, a father of five from three dif- are well aware that you're ongoing all
I'm merely questioning it. And the answers are
ferent relationships, had his twin boys night heavy partying is the red reason
fairly simple, I believe, but I also think there is
removed from his custody last week, for your so-callea 'exhaustion?*
more to me obvious answers than meets the eye^
Despite everything, Sheen can rest
after their mother, Sheens estranged
Our world is a material one. We look at money
easily now, after breaking a Guinwife
Brooke
Mueller,
petitioned
the
as more of a way of life than a means of it. When
courts that her children not be around ness World Record for obtaining the
we think of movie or television stars we think
Sheen and his two porn-star live-in most followers (one million within 24
cold hard cash. We think private iets, expensive
girlfriends. Mueller, who herself has hours) on Twitter. But Sheen's future
cars, and million dollar houses. We think of all
nad struggles with addiction, is cur- remains unclear. Will he be shunned
these things because this is what celebrities have
rently undergoing outpatient recovery. by the Hollywood community like
- this is what they buy with the millions they get
As of now, the future is not clear for famed anti-Semite Mel Gibson? Conpaid. So while we college students struggle to buy
the once promising actor. Without tinue down a path leading him in-andour textbooks, the stars we see on television, es"Two and a Half Men," Sheen's choices out of rehab and jail like former it-girl,
pecially reality television, are debating between
in roles will now be very limited,, as his current, burnotit, Lindsay Lohan? 1$
their Lamborghinis or Rolls-Royces. Annoying?
planned role in a third Major League" Sheens fate destined for tragedy, like
Perhaps. Fascinating? Without a doubt.
so many others who never got the help
installment is in jeopardy.
Another reason - we are obsessed with what
The producer of "Major League," they needed?
ayt even what wewmmmm
we don't have. Or maybe
can never
ive. I11
have.
paid for a Hollywood Bus Tour (and thorignly iui/vivM«**/
******TOURIST)
* "
«/to be
—driven
» - —up
• --- —
labeled myself
OU!
„id
an down Hollywood Blvd. Up and down Beverly Hills, and back through Sunset Blvd. With the
sole intent of seeing mutli-million dollar homes
that multi-million dollar stars owned. I wasn't
looking for myself, trust me. I was looking at
of the local desperados. As fate would an issue has been carried on for some
SEMEIN WASHINGTON
what I could never possess. There was Hugh Hehave it, Rango faces and kills the hawk years as to the city getting more water
Asst. Features Editor
fner's Playboy Mansion, complete with its own
instead of Dirt's rustlers, and is ap- resources than the surrounding rural
monkeys ana peacocks strutting around the yard
"Ivango" an animated comedy pointed sheriff and has to solve tne areas and even wasting water. This may
manifest directly in the un-followed
and all I could be was amazed.
starring the voices of Johnny Depp, town's water problem.
lead
of water that is lust dumped in
Here's an obvious assumption. Their faces are
When watching "Rango," it appears
Isla Fisher, and Bill Nighy, is a story
the
desert
and indirectly in the mayor's
everywhere. Movies, platforms, magazines, bila
comedy
that
mocks
not
only
westabout finding your place in the world
willingness
to leave the town thirsty
liards, you friends binder, reality television, onerns
but
also
many
conventions
of
the
and runs some old tricks not seen in
line sources... the list continues. We are conreal, modern western America itself. while building a better, bigger vision
a while.
stantly being fed a stream of information (or
An unnamed pet chameleon (Depp) Clichés of the corrupt mayor, the bad based on the larger human world.
The animation in "Rango" is as topgossip, depending on how you look at it) about
is thrown from the back of a station guy with the black nat, and the rannotch
as its story and is really eyeevery move they make in their lives. Christina
dom
American
Indian
are
rampant.
wagon and into the Nevada Desert. On
Aguuera just filed for divorce, we know about it
Charlie Sneen is crazy, we know about it, Brad is
cheating on Angelina, we know about it. Lindsay
Lohan is going to jail. Again. We know about it.
There is ¿most no aspect of their lives that remains hidden from the public, and if there is, it's
only a matter of time before we find it out. So
how can we distance ourselves from a source that
remains as constant as our own lives? Here's the
simple answer - we can't.
Celebrities are heightened human beings that
we measure ourselves against constantly. They
are the superhuman that we obsess about in
magazine columns offering us advice on how to
make ourselves more like them; do our hair like
them, dress like ¿hem, walk like them. They rep
resent a different kind of being that we can never
allow ourselves to become - a well-rounded, perfect life, wealth, expensive taste, hours preparing
themselves for the day, everything seems to come
to them with ease and in the extreme. The average American has to work, has to budget themselves, has to learn to live life on the run, and has
to work hard for little reward. The life of celebPhoto Courtwy »»^«(ximovw.oyn
rity is like an escape from the real world.
At the end of my trip, I got very little in return
for the amount of effort I put into finding celebriDetails from drifting clouds
the road, he survives by sliding on the Two characters even seem to mock the catching.
ties. I think, maybe, I saw Bradley Cooper, which
to
wrinkles
on Rango's shirt, to the
back of glass shards and meets a philo- protagonists of "True Grit" in appear- slightly translucent,
made my day. Right now, looking back on that
opening flowers
ance.
^However,
much
of
the
real
funnisophic armadillo that rolled in front
moment, I'm conrased why I was so ecstatic. It's
are
rendered
in
all
the
glory of modern
ness
of
Rango
has
to
be
that
it
knows
o f his owner's car. causing him to be
not like I landed my dream job or ran into my
techniques.
stranded. Making his way to the side of it is a farce and draws from almost
future husband (I wish), it was only one man doWhile "Rango's" humor must be
the road, the chameleon is advised by everything. Characters that can barely
ing his shopping around Hollywood Blvd. But
praised
on one nand, it must also be
assemble
a
logical
argument
conclude
the armadillo to head out into the wilI guess that* the most fascinating part of being
critiqued
for some staleness and mothat
the
change
from
searching
for
derness until he finds the town called
fascinated by celebrities - one minute they are on
ments
that
really aren't very charming.
water
thieves
to
water
is
a
"paradigm
Dirt. Narrowly escaping the clutches
a pedestal, tne next they are standing behind you
All
and
all,
"Rango" acts as strong enof a hawk, the socially isolated chame- shiftin the grocery line.
try
into
the
new film year and forms a
On the other hand though, "Rango"
leon meets a female lizard dressed in
great
movie-going
experience for those
is
a
silly
way
of
getting
to
environmenwestern garb named Beans (Isla Fishwho
can
understand
its light raunchital
critique.
In
both
tne
microcosm
of
er) that frequently freezes up in self
ness.
For
any
lovers
of Johnny Depp
defense. Weary of the chameleon and Dirt ana the macrocosm that is Los who want to see him in
unforeseen
somewhat freaked out by him, Beans Vegas in everything but name, there is light or simply those whoanenjoy
a good
a
definite
focus
on
the
importance
and
takes him to the town of Dirt and its
animated
film,
"Rango"
is
a
must-see.
protection
of
a
natural
resource
that
western desert animal citizens. Lying
emphatically at a bar, the chameleon is tc the Dirt citizens both a religion
takes the name Rango and runs afoul and money. In real world Los Vegas,

'Rango:' The Lizard Does Not Die
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A Trial that Tried The Constitution: 'The Conspirator'
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
" O n e bullet killed the President, but not
one man." These are the lines that inspired
the movie "The Conspirator," written by
James D. Solomon ana Gregory Bernstein
and directed by Robert Redford. The movie
starts with a story that is familiar to almost
everyone. President Lincoln went to a
play that he was never to leave from alive
because a young actor, John Wilkes Booth,
shot him in the head. His death was one
that stirred and shocked a nation, but it
was also one that led to an entirely different
story that most no one has heard of. The
story of Mary Surratt.
The movie took an interesting take of a wellknown story and it did so in a fantastically
artistic way. Because most of the story takes
place in a courtroom, it is the other shots
that stand out in importance. A handful
of scenes display Mary Surratt, played bv
Robin Wright, on the floor of a jail cell,
a dejected image of her prior self. Others
show Frederick Aiken, played by Tames
McAvoy, walking across a bridge to the jail
where she is being housed, his demeanor
one of contempt but also of compassion.
A particular scene sticks out the most,
where Aiken feels the hopelessness of his
entire struggle and he walks the streets, Mary Surratt was the star witness in the Lincoln assassination trial that most have never heard.
half dotheam shadows the other bathed in the film, using shadow to hide characters really burns down to is what is and what is
light. It is a powerful image, and one that faces and light to illuminate them both. not constitutional, what is wrong and what
Redford, in an exclusive interview, admitted
is right. "What offsets the heavily spoken
to doing on purpose. "It shows an inner This is often seen in the character Anna side of the defense is the defendant. He
struggle of trying to do the right thing while
didn't want the case and thought she was
also guilty. He [Aiken] also knew that Mary
H Hi
through many ii
„
emotional struggles, a mess of confusion Surratt wouldn't get a fair trial. I wanted
both him and the audience to realize that
I get really into the casting.
that is well played by Wood as her struggle it wasn't about her [Mary Surratt], it was
Builaing a relationship between burns
down to choosing between a brother about the Constitution," said Redford. This
she
loves,
or a mother who is in danger.
characters is where good casting
It is the story of the trial of Mary Surratt is accomplished in the subtle and almost
comes in. You have to have the
and the struggle of young and recently unnoticeable change that overcomes Aiken
script pretty solid and then the
returned home from the war, Frederick throughout the mm. Instead of letting
prosecution follow through with an
final step, after knowing the goal, Aiken who is chosen to defend her. Aiken the
injustice,
he calls them out, putting his very
refUses, asserting her guilt like the rest of
is to have the characters Igring
life
into
not
only defending Marv Surratt,
the nation in its grievous state of affairs
their own color to it.
but
to
defending
the very ground that the
and the pain all are still experiencing in
Constitution
is
built
upon.
light
of
Lincolns
recent
death.
When
asked
ligti
<•
Also in the film is famous actress Kevin
wny Redford chose to follow and produce
this story he said, "I was attracted to the Kline as Edwin Stanton, the Secretary of
story. It was one that was unknown and War, Danny Huston as Joseph Holt, Justin
almost no one knew about. It was a Long , as Nicholas Baker, Aiken's friend,
debating whether of not to give up." It is in that
and rough scrigv and I knew thai Alexis piedel as Sarah Weston, Aiken's
these scenes that Redford's artistic side are long
Lincoln's
had beim'well covered over sweetheart, and Tom Wilkinson as Reverdy
displayed to the audience. He incorporates the years,story
but as I read it, I thought 'This Johnson. When asked how Redford went
the idea of light and darkness throughout is something
different.'" But what the story about choosing actors to play characters

Photo By: Laura Beth Strieker

Redford at ACP Convention in Hollywood, Calif.

he responded, "I get really into the casting.
Building a relationship between characters
is where good casting comes in. You have
to have the script pretty solid and then
the final step, after knowing the goal, is
to have the characters bring their own
color to it." And each character did bring
their own color to the role they were cast to
play. The rocky relationship between Mary
Surratt and Aiken was more than believable,
it was real, and then the compassion that
Aiken later felt for both her and her daughter
only farther thickened the already livened
ana complicated plot. Justin Long brought
his own sense of numor and comic relief to
his character and the script, but also acted
as a source of support for Aiken that others
did not possess.
The film was a marvel and something
different that history had yet to show to the
world on the bring screen. Redford claimed
that he "wanted to tell the story of my own
country," and that is exactly what "The
Conspirator" does. It questions the very
origins of the country and the Constitution
that staples all together, but it also questions
human beings, their compassion and their
choice between doing what is wrong or
fighting for what they believe is right.
"The Conspirator" comes to theaters
everywhere Friday, April 15.

<The Bachelor' Meets the Parents in Episode Eight
BROOKE JENKINS

Rotunda Reporter
D u r i n g episode eight of "The Bachelor,"
Brad visited the remaining four ladies in
their hometowns. Hisfirstwas with Chantal
in Seattle. He met her pets, and learned they
are a part of a package deal if he wants to
be with Chantal. Later that night, Brad met
her dad, mom, and brother for dinner. Brad
and Chantal's dad had a heart-to-heart
about their relationships with their fathers,
which appeared to form a bond between
the two of them. At the end of the night,
her father gave Brad his blessing to marry
his daughter if he chooses her.
Brad'snext stop was Madawaska, Maine.
The visit started off with eating one of
Ashley's favorite meals, fries with cheese
and gravy. When they stopped by Ashley's
parents' house for dinner, everything

seemed to be going well, until the family
started asking questions. Brad explained to
her dad that ne did not want to hold her
back and Ashley admitted that she needed
more time to get to know him before she
could say she would marry him.
The next hometown visit was in Chico,
California. Shawntel took Brad to the
funeral home/mausoleum to show him
where she works. Brad got to see all the
ins and outs of Shawntels day-to-day life,
which seemed to scare him. At dinner,
Shawntel's father explained she may be
taking over the family business, and she
said sne would move to Texas if she received
a proposal, which made Brad feel uneasy
about the situation. Shawntel's dad still gave
his blessing to Brad before he leaves.
Charlotte, North Carolina was the final
visit of the week. Throughout the show,
Emily has been trying to decide whether

Emily, despite Initial hesitation, Introduced Brad to her daughter this week In Charlotte, N.C.
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Brad should meet her daughter or
not, but decided in the end to let
them meet. Their trip to the park
started out awkwardly when the
little girl did not seem interested
in getting to know Brad. Brad
tried to fly a kite with her and
as soon as he got her to laugh,
he won her over. At the end of
the day, she even asked him to
help tuck her in bed. When Brad
went to leave, he did not know
if he should kiss Emily, but she
explained that her daughter will
always be right upstairs and
kissed him goodnight.
At the rose ceremony, Brad
had to send home one of the
four women. His decision was to
send home Shawntel. This leaves
Chantal, Ashley, and Emily to go
on the trip to South Africa.
On the ninth episode, Brad and
the ladies headed to South Africa
where they would spend the next
two weeks. Chantal received
the first date of the week, and
they started their day off with a
safari and a picnic among the
animals. Chantal confessed her
love for Brad again and accepted
the fantasy suite invitation. The
rest of their night was spent in a
beautiful tree house.

The next date was with Emily. They took a
ride on an elephant and spent their lunch
beside elephants bathing, discussing Emily's
daughter and how he would handle her
being a package deal. At dinner, Brad and
Emify continued their serious conversation
until the fantasy suite invitation came.
Emily wanted to be a good role model for
her daughter, but also wanted to spend
more time with Brad. She ended up
accepting the invite and explained to Braa
that she was falling in love with him. He
seemed shocked by this, but then confessed
he was falling in love with her too.
Brad and Ashley's date started off with a
Chopper ride to a place called God's Window
by the locals. The day was full of awkward
conversations and Brad was frustrated with
himself and their situation. He was afraid of
holding her back, and she cannot convince
him that he won't.
At the rose ceremony, Brad took Ashley
aside and explained to her that it was too
late for them. He did not want her to sit
through the rose ceremony when they
both knew their relationship had changed
directions from good to baa. Brad wanted
to make sure Chantal and Emily would
accept their roses, which they did.
Next week Brad, Chantal, and Emily
are headed to Cape Town to meet Brads
arents. Watch "The Bachelor" on ABC at
p.m. on Mondays.
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Jeffrey Ryan: Finding a Niche
Taking Care
of Our Own
BEN M A I T L A N D

Sports Editor

N o t : every
I day
. is a ..guarantee,
especially if iyou are an athlete.
Sometimes, fans, including
myself, forget that things can
go wrong on and off the playing
field. We forget that away from
their respective sports, athletes
are regular, everyday people
SPOITS
who live just like the rest of us
COLUMN
average Joes. To us, they may
seem like super humans while
they are in the heat of competition, but they are still prone to illness and injury.
The tragic death of Fennville (Mich.) High School
basketball player Wes Leonard epitomizes this
point. On Thurs., March 3, Leonard hit the gamewinning layup against an opposing high school
team. Just a few moments later, he collapsed and
died. Teammates, coaches, and medical personnel rushed to his side, but it was too late. Leonard
died from what was said to be an enlarged heart.
That, however, may be too much of a generalization. There are technical and medical terms that
are associated with an enlarged heart that I don't
fully understand.
Leonard's death brought back memories of other athletes who have suffered the same fate. Hank
Gathers, a basketball star for Loyola Marymount,
also collapsed and died during a game almost
20 years ago to the day that Wes Leonard did.
Gatners had led the country in points scored and
rebounding the season before he died. Gaines
Adams, a defensive end for the Chicago Bears,
died suddenly last year from cardiac arrest. An
enlarged heart was thought to have contributed
to his death. He was only 26 years old.
I might be being a little bit melodramatic and
morbid by writing this, but when I heard the
Leonard story, I couldn't help but think about
Longwood's athletes. What if that had been
one of our players on the basketball, baseball,
or lacrosse teams? What if they had an undiagnosed medical issue that led to their collapsing
on the court, the diamond, or the playing field?
I'm thankftil that in my time here at Longwood,
nothing like that has ever happened to a Lancers
student-athlete. I have become good friends with
several of them during my three years as a student and during my time as sports editor. I dont
know if I could handle seeing one of my friends
like that.

"I might be being a little
bit melodramatic and j
morbid by writing this,
but when I heard the
Leonard story, I couldn't
help but think about
Longwood's athletes."
OK, enough with the drama and the what-ifs.
Now, I'm not a doctor and I'm not in the medical
profession. My mother is a nurse and that's about
as close as I will ever get to being connected to
a career in medicine, l a m not familiar with all
the rules and regulations pertaining to athletes
tested and examined. I want to believe
everything it
W
M
I feel that more can be done to ensure something
does not happen here like it did in Michigan.
Wes Leonard was only 17-years-old. Most, ifnot
all, of the collegiate athletes at Longwood are a
few years older than that, but still have a full life
ahead of them.
As is evidenced in one of the articles written
this week, one of our very own student-athletes,
Jeffrey Ryan of the men's basketball team, knows
all too well about health problems and the risks
that come with that.
, T ,
My point here is that life is fragile. In the sports
world, everything is magnified, including trade
circumstances. Every day is a gift, for athletes
and others alike. I only hope that athletic departments and training staffs, including oursThere
at Longwood, continue to care for their athletes
properly. I'm not calling anyone out on this issue,
but
our
.... please
fin mind
i keep
I andJ keep
I _student-athletes
itA/\/l work
uinrlrbest
uritnintertalc.
ests
up the good
with
taking care of them. Be informed (better informed
than me) and stay on top of the game, no pun
intendecl
. . . .
,
Maybe all athletes should be screened with
EKGs to monitor the heart. Or maybe other tests
should be looked at that are not currently in
place. My hope is that progress continues to be
made in the medical field to protect athletes from
life-threatening conditions.

lllOJVV JU1V

BEN M A I T L A N D

Sports Editor
Several weeks ago, I conducted an
interview with two of the seniors from
this year's men's basketball team. I appreciate Aaron Mitchell and Earl Gee
II for giving me their thoughts on their
final season as Lancers players. However, I did leave out the one other senior from the men's program, Jeffrey
Ryan. Ryan did not play competitively
for the Longwood Lancers the last two
seasons for an undisclosed medical
reason. The specific medical reason as
to why Ryan aid not play was never revealed during that time. That left many
Lancers fans to wonder about the state
of Ryan's health. Now that his time at
Longwood is drawing to an end, Ryan
finally opened up about what exactly
sidelined him for the latter part of his
collegiate career.
Ryan, a native of Beacon, N.Y., went
to Newburgh Free Academy before
coming to Longwood. At 6'7 and 185
pounds, Ryan played during his freshman and sophomore seasons at Longwood as a forward. He started one of
44 career games and scored 115 career
points with 66 career rebounds. Late
in 2009, right before his junior sea-

son, it was determined what kind of
health problem Ryan had. Ryan said he
was diagnosed with an enlarged aortic
valve. The aorta is the largest supplier
of blood to the entire body and is a vital
part of the cardiovascular system that
includes the heart. Ryan was also told
he has a slightly enlarged heart. The
doctors who treated him recommended that he no longer play basketball
competitively. Ryan received that news
via a telephone call. Ryan was told that
if he overexerted himself enough on
the court, he might fall victim to an
aneurysm, which would likely kill him.
"Honestly, I couldn't believe it," said
Ryan. "I was in denial. I couldn't understand why something would happen to
a guy like me. I was somebody who
took basketball seriously. Basketball
was life, ^wasn't the best, but I trained
myself. Everything I did was basketball.
Anybody who ever knew me knew me
as 'Jeff the basketball player' or 'Jeff the
athlete.' It was extremely disappointing
because I was finally coming into my
own."
.
Head Men's Basketball Coach Mike
Gillian had never dealt with a medical
condition of this significance before in
one of his players. He explained how
difficult the situation was for Jeff as the
news sank in.

"This is the type of news that's devastating to deliver and to hear. The
process of coping with that and how
it takes a toll on you emotionally and
mentally is going to be a lifelong process. I knew there would be difficulties
for him, but I told Jeff I was with him
100 percent," said Gillian.
Ryan was still allowed to be a member
of the men's basketball team, sitting on
the sidelines providing encouragement
and acting as a cheerleader for his fellow Lancers. All throughout the last
two years, Ryan has been a constant
sight on the bench for Longwood, a
reminder to his teammates that he was
still with them.
Ryan's career plans are somewhat up
in the air at the moment. He was planning on playing basketball professionally after his college career was over.
Now that that path is no longer available, he has to decide what he wants
to do. He is a Communication Studies
major here at Longwood with a concentration in Mass Media. He told me
he has to look deep down inside himself to determine if hi
le wants to pursue
that as a career.
Read more at
therotundaonline.com.

Longwood Falls at FGCU Tournament to End Season
BEN C O R I S H

Rotunda Reporter
X o put a cap on their season, the
Longwood Lancers women's basketball
team faced three opponents in a tourUCLIliVlll
I1UU W
- —
nament held
at I1VI1»»
Florida Gulf Coast* University. The
te Lancers,
Lane
who played their
final home:gamec
game on February, 27,
- -¿¿j
head.
ed into the FGCU tournament with the
intent of putting a positive cap on the
season.
Game one pitted the Lancers against
SIU Edwardsville. The first half was
closely contested, with a couple of lead
changes between the two teams. The
Lancers jumped out to a 4-0 lead in a
little over a minute, which was followed
by a 15-0 rim from the Cougars. Sophomore Crystal Smith headed the Lancers' next run with a three-pointer, and
the game soon became tied at 17-17.
The two teams traded a few points, and
the Cougars went into the half leading

25-24. Freshmen Bria White helped the
Lancers once again grasp a lead in the
second half, but the Cougars answered
with several free throws of their own,
and finally took the lead for good with
16:14 remaining. Crystal Smith was
able to cut the Cougars' lead to six, but
SIU Edwardsville was too much, and
took the game by a final score of 62-53.
The next game against the Florida
Gulf Coast Eagles ended in another defeat for Longwood. The Eagles jumped
out to a 15-1 lead in a little over four
minutes. The Eagles would later score
nine consecutive points and take a 24-3
lead with 12:38 remaining in the first
half. At 1:22 showing on the clock, the
Eagles had pushed tne lead to 52-16.
The second naif was not much different
from the first, with the Eagles obtaining
a 76-28 lead in less than five minutes.
Late in the half, the Lancers were able to
go on an 11 -3 run, but it would not help,
and the game ended in a 92-44 victory
for the Eagles. Lerrin Cook and Kelsey

Jacobson led the Eagles with 13 points
each. The Eagles were also able to turn
17 Lancers turnovers into 27 points.
The final game of the tournament pitted the Lancers against Seattle University, which looked good in the beginning, with the Lancers jumping out to
a 9-2 lead with 18:16 remaining in the
first half. However, Seattle would return the favor, and went on a 19-0 rim
of their own. It was a 21-9 lead for Seattle with 10:58 left to play in the first
half. Throughout the rest of the first
half, the two teams traded baskets, and
the halftone score was 44-39 in favor of
Seattle. Seattle took control early in the
second half, going on a 9-0 run over the
first 3:33.
,
Just like in the previous games, the
Lancers were able to cut the deficit a bit,
but in the end it was iust too much, and
Longwood fell 87-66. The Lancers finished the season with a record of 7-23.

Club Volleyball Tournament Played in Honor of Dad
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
It's nice to always have people you can count on." This is
the sentiment Chelsea Bradshaw, who plays for Longwood s
women's club volleyball team, took awav from the tournament they played on Saturday, February26.
The wpomen played a tournament at College of William &
Mary in which their B team made it to the play-offs and their
A team win the entire tournament. Their win was impressive,
but it's the reason they played that makes them stand out.
The Monday before the tournament, the club presidents
father passed away. Bradshaw had d i n n e r plans vrith Trisha
Causin, but they were cancelled because Causins father was
transported to the hospital. Bradshaw went to her night class,
and when it let out she headed over to the gym for practice.
Most of the girls were leaving the gym, and when she checked
her phone sne saw a text message informing her Causins father nad passed.

Causin's father was going to watch the tournament, and the
girls decided to play in his honor. Bradshaw said she thought
about not playing and all of them going to be with Causin,
but she decided she wanted to play. "She wants to do it for
her dad. I was like ok. We are going to do what she wants,
explained Bradshaw.
. ..
.
Bradshaw explained she called her parents to figure out
what to do, and they encouraged Bradshaw to be there for
her. Bradshaw got ribbons for all their girls to wear with his
initials, and another player had the idea to create a banner to
dedicate the tournament to him.
.
,
"It definitely brought us all together, said Bradshaw in reference to playing the tournament. One of the team members
sister who plays for William 8c Mary's club volleyball team,
and she worked to get the tournament dedication approved
on William and Mary s side.
Bradshaw described the family-like feelmg that runs though
the team. "No matter what we are going to be there for each
other," she said. Their next tournament is on March 26.
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Lancers Baseball Team on Eight-Game Winning Streak

BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood Lancers baseball team is on an eight-game winning
sketching backte Tuesday, March 1 when the team swept a doubleheader against University
o f f i i y l a n d E a s t e V n Shore. Last Wednesday, March 2, the Lance«»defeated North
rS^aCentraiUniversity 16-6 in Durham N.C. That game featuredsix homeruns
from L ^ hittere Freeman Alex Owens hit two ofSiose homers for Longwood
anThadfWeRBISophomore Justin Lacy hadthree hits, including ahome ru^Ow' H ^ s s m a t e A d a m Bla^nship also hid three RBI. Overall as a team, l o g w o o d
£ d x e S t ^ a m Kyle Hanft-Q) picked up the win in relief for Longwood with
• 1 career-high eight strikeouts.
•
The Lancers then • M p "
Thefirstjgamew a s ^ s c o r e d . Lacy hit u
captain Brant
UUUliUll
D H U « Jones
•
vni senior captain Chris Briere (2-1) got the win on the mound, going seven inwhile
i giving up toa hits and two runs, with toe strikeoutsaJndtwo^^.^ph^
ningl]
more Bobby Sru
o n 7 h i t . ^ c k out"thrte and surrendered two walks. Andrew Kiessuna started on the
J S ffl w a ^ ^ t f h the loss for CoOphrState. He wtt5i£Tnnings, giving
11 hits antkten runs, striking out three and walking two.
March 5. The Lane

Dustin SoUars and an RBI singfe from freshman Matt D i ^ o n padded the Lancers
kad. Freshman Scott Burkettfiadthree htts in game one. Jimior Matt Gwdtney (2^1)
DIRKED UD the win in game one going eight innmgs. He Rave up three hits and two
rn n«wit n acareer-best eight strikeouts. Sophomore Kyle Long earned the save.
T S C f i l ^ Ncwman had two hits anJ two ifil. The Lances scored
threermw in thefirst inning including a two-run
¡cored in the fourth to make the leadT3-l. LongwoodrtretchedtheteadIto.5-1^when
S v a n d Newroan hit run-scoring singles. Freshman Ryan Schubertstarted on the
3 f o r S ^ o o i b u t lastedonly5T innings. Senior Troy Dickman gotcredit
forthewin. DiEan(2-0>^k)wed two hits witirfwo strikeouts in 2 2 innings. Junior
Iivlv99 IlUIUt
u u u ^ to
»W get
q - - the
— —save.
-- —
captain Mark Montgomery pitched a scoreless
ninth uinning
i
two
hits
in
game
one.
Jesse
Savage
led the
Derek Richards ledCoppin State withtwo hi
Starting
pitchers
Ricky
Ferri
(0-1)
and
Eagles offensively in game two vathtwo•4 hits.
i . _ LSi.
. M M / 1 fiir/\ rAcnprtivP
V
s. n c sirvifcMWi w v ««u

TiwLancers' most recent victories came on Tuesday afternoon a ^ ^ N o r f d k S t ^
Longwoodplayed a doubleheader against the team at Charles Buddy Boldmg Sta,
^ u T ^ n n S g g a m e o n e 7-4and gametwo 11-0.The Lancers are 10-5 on the season.

Record-Setting Start Comes to Halt; Softball Team Rebounds
with Sweep
of UVA
. m li i. P!
U..» <» tMnnaJ tn K* cnmian
NATHAN EPSTEIN*

»tts

Contributor
W h a t began as a record setting 10-0 start for the
Longwood softball team momentarily turned into a nosedive
an u-«
8-0 jvtw
start,v, the team traveled
Uivc. After
mici ui
— — south
. to Florida
for the Citrus Classic where they captured two opening
s against Notre Dame and Long Island.
ine louowing day, March 5, the Lancers (12-3) faced die
University of Maryland Terrapins and were blasted 16-0
• _ five
£ innings.
! —
CAniAf pitcher
nitrnpr Briana
Rriana Wells
Wells ununin
Starting senior
characteristically gave up eight runs on seven hits, while
also allowing a walk and hitting a batter.
a
I think they did a good job of getting a bat on it, but
they didn't make solid contact," explains WeUs, who t<x>k
her first
the terrapins.
telt
« • loss of the season
__ A.against
1/\/*<«fi/>n
koraiiCP ItnPV
zood about my movement and location because they
lidn't get a lot of solid hits at all. They were just ablr
gut in the holes and gaps, and it just kept happening

W3SSiSSSSS
^eTancers later suffered two more losses the following
two days at the hands of Illinois and Illinois State 7-5 and
6-2 respectively. Though by the end of their game against
Illinois, the Lancers' offense seemed to have re-energized
to a degree.
. .
, ,
.
A .
Down 7-1 heading to the bottom of the seventh inning,
od scored tour runs on four hits to cut the deficit
to
But after the final two scorers crossed the plate, it
was Wells who was left to keep the rally going with nobody on base and two outs.
She flew out to center field, ending the threat. To add a
little more sting, Wells took her second loss of the season,
surrendering seven rims on eight hits and two walks. She

s ^ g th^nwst facing niinois* State, fhe Lancers only
surrendered one run in the bottom of the fourth inning
which tied the contest at one a piece.
That is where the game stayed through seven. So extra
innings were needed. Still knotted at 1-1, Illinois State
sophomore outfielder Lauren Kellar stepped up to the
plate with the bases loaded.
To that point in the game, Kellar batted twice and produced no hits having struck out twice. On her third atbat, she connected on a Wells pitch that cleared the wall,
driving home all three base runners and giving the Red
Birds a commanding 5-1 lead.
"She just stuck her bat out and knocked it out,M said
Wells of the go-ahead grand slam, "That was rough.
Down by four and with only three outs to work with,
eak
6

Wells suffered her third straight loss of the year, pitching nine innings and giving up sue earned runs on five
hits. She walked seven but did manage to strike out 10
batters as well.
.
. . .
Having suffered three straight, the Lancers had to return to the state of Virginia but would have to get out ot
the slump still on the road against the University of Virginia. And get out of the slump they would.
The
ine Lancers
L,aiiccxaucicanu
defeated the Cavaliers in an afternoon
: —------- double-header, winning 2-1 and 10-8 respectively. The only
two runs Longwood produced in the first game came in
the top of the sixth inning courtesy of a single to center
by sophomore Brook Short and a single to left held by

senior Nichole Simmons, but it proved to be enough.
The second game showed quite the reverse from both
squads. The visiting Lancers exploded for 10 runs, receiving help from almost everyone. Sophomore third baseman Jordan Cox provided the MVP effort in the second
game, going 3-4 at the plate with two rims and a teambestfiveRBI, three of which came on one swing of the bat
in top of the fifth inning.
Also swinging well that game was senior Tricia Nelson
going 2-3 and scoring four times. Even Wells got in on
the scoring action. She blasted a shot over the right field
wall in the top of the seventh inning. Her first bomb ot
the season gave Longwood a 10-5 advantage heading to
the bottom of the seventh.
Wells, having gone the full seven giving up eight runs
on nine hits with three strikeouts, gave up three runs in
the bottom of the seventh and allowed the wmningrun to
reach the plate. But as she has been known to do, she collected herself andfinishedoff the deal, giving the Lancers
the sweep of what has become a rather heated m-state
"liter the first one, I just felt let's win this game and get
out of here," said Wells after getting her 10th win of the
season, "They wanted to beat us so bad and we wanted to
beat them so bad.
. . . . .
.
"There's definitely that rivalry from when we swept
them last year." Maybe even a little more pleasing to the
Lancers after winning their 12th game of the season is
the double-header was the Cavaliers'firstgames on their
home turf.
, .
. . .
. . . . „.
Longwood looks to make it make it three straight as
they travel to national powerhouse Hawaii Friday, March
11 for an 11 a.m. start time.

Women's Lacrosse Trumps Saint Francis
P E T E R MANCUSO

Contributor
O n Thursday, March 3, Saint Francis University (§FU) of the Northeast
Conference (NEC) rolled into town
to battle the Lancers at the Athletics
Complex in Farmville. The Lancers
came out victorious 10-5. This outcome was largely due to the performance by junior mid-fielder Jessica
Rudloff. Rudloff shined in the contest
by recording four goals and adding one
assist. The victory improved the Lancers' record to 2-0 on the season, while
the Red Flash dropped to 0-3.
SFU started out on top at 20:36 from
a free position goal by Sheri Fort. This
lead didn't last long as Rudloff responded with a goal of her own from
a free position 35 seconds later. Longwood then scored three straight goals
to go into halftime with the lead, 4-1.
The goals were scored by sophomore
mid-nelder Jamie Brentlinger at 18:40,
freshman attack Mary Barondess at
11:25, and junior mid-fielder Hannah

Riggs with 1:53 remaining.
junior mid-fielder Sheri Fort scored
her second goal for SFU just 25 seconds into the second half, pulling the
Red Flash within two of the Lancers.
The Lancers responded strong and
tacked on four straight goals to take a
commanding 8-2 lead. Senior attack
Cara O'Brien started the run at 28:31
off a pass from Rudloff. Rudloff took
the game by scoring
three,vgoals in
over• «.v
oi«i>lii/1i«n
—.
_
:
Hirn
a row in seven minutes, including two
goals that were 40 seconds apart.
SFU rallied to add three more goals,
but Longwood score two more of its
own from senior mid fielder Duan
Wright and Brentlinger to hammer the
nail into the coffin.
Senior Goalie Juli Liebig grabbed a
game-high five ground balls and making four saves while earning her second win of the season in goal, making
four saves. Danielle Pokusa made 15
saves for SFU.
Photo Courtesy: longwoodlancers.com
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